
REGULAR COUNCIL - PUBLIC HEARING MINUTES 
MONDAY, DECEMBER 10, 2012 

G. CORPORATE REPORTS 

1. The Corporate Reports, under date of December 10, 2012, were considered and dealt 
with as follows: 

RES.R12-2606 

Item No. R255 Sensitive Urban Infill Study 
File: 6430-01 

The General Manager, Planning and Development submitted a report to provide 
information on the results of a study conducted by the UBC Design Centre for 
Sustainability. This study illustrates a long-term vision as to how the City of Surrey 
could accommodate future population and employment growth within existing 
neighbourhoods in an incremental and sensitive manner while: 

1. achieving reductions in greenhouse gas emissions and improved energy 
efficiency; 

2. supporting transit improvements and active transportation; 

3. strengthening community and neighbourhood centres; and 

4. enhancing parks and green spaces and improving environmental health. 

The General Manager, Planning and Development was recommending that the report 
be received for information. 

It was Moved by Councillor Martin 
Seconded by Councillor Hayne 
That: 

1. Corporate Report R255 be received for information; and 

2. Copies of the report be provided to both the Environmental Advisory 
Committee and the Community Consultation Group as information. 

Carried 
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FILE: 6430-01 

The Planning and Development Department recommends that Council receive this report as 
information. 

INTENT 

The purpose of this report is to provide information on the results of a study conducted by the 
UBC Design Centre for Sustainability. This study illustrates a long-term vision as to how the City 
of Surrey could accommodate future population and employment growth within existing 
neighbourhoods in an incremental and sensitive manner while: 

• achieving reductions in greenhouse gas emissions and improved energy efficiency; 
• supporting transit improvements and active transportation; 
• strengthening community and neighbourhood centres; and 
• enhancing parks and green spaces and improving environmental health. 

BACKGROUND 

Over the past 20 years, the UBC Design Centre for Sustainability ("DCS") has conducted visioning 
and conceptual planning exercises in communities around British Columbia, including several 
significant studies in Surrey. The DCS was involved in developing the neighbourhood concept 
plan for the East Clayton neighbourhood (1999), which was grounded in principles of sustainable 
development. This work was based on an earlier design workshop (a "charette") conducted in 
1995 related to South Newton. 

In 2011, staff in the Planning and Development Department engaged the DCS to conduct a 
"charette" to explore an emerging and significant planning challenge in the City of Surrey. This 
challenge that the City will face over the coming decades is how'to accommodate the expected 
level of population and employment growth in a manner that enhances sustainability and 
preserves the City's agricultural and sensitive environment lands. 

The charette was focused on developing concepts to illustrate a long-term vision for how the City 
of Surrey could accommodate expected future population and employment growth within 
existing neighbourhoods in an incremental and sensitive manner while: 
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• achieving reductions in greenhouse gas emissions and improved energy efficiency; 
• supporting transit improvements and active transportation; 
• strengthening community and neighbourhood centres; and 
• enhancing parks and green spaces and improving environmental health. 

The charette was conducted over three days in January 2012, following a series of workshop 
sessions with City staff representing most City Departments, including Planning and 
Development, Parks, Recreation & Culture, Engineering, Finance & Technology, Economic 
Development and Sustainability. These workshops assisted in developing and refining the 
parameters, goals and objectives of the charette. 

The study was conducted across a cross-section of established urban areas of Surrey, ranging from 
industrial areas to residential areas, commercial corridors and natural areas. This study area was 
within the Bear Creek watershed and included portions of Newton and Fleetwood. The study was 
intended to illustrate conceptual planning ideas within a "real world" setting containing 
representative types of urban context. 

At the January 2012 charette, teams were organized with each team focusing on one of four 
specific topics within the overall study; these being transportation, green space, housing and 
employment, respectively. City staff worked alongside UBC faculty and graduate students from 
the School of Architecture and Landscape Architecture. Consultants were retained to lead each of 
teams. Following the three day charette, DCS staff compiled and refined the results into a report 
entitled "Sensitive Urban Infill Charette Report", a copy of which is attached as Appendix 1. 

DISCUSSION 

The Sensitive Urban Infill Study is intended to begin a conversation on the most sustainable and 
sensitive ways that the City of Surrey can accommodate the expected increases in population and 
employment over the next 50 years. Population projections for Surrey contained in the Metro 
Vancouver Regional Growth Strategy are for an increase of 260,000 residents and 135,000 jobs 
over the next 30 years, with similar growth continuing beyond the next 30 years. It is prudent to 
consider how this growth will be accommodated in a sustainable manner to meet the range of the 
goals set out in the City's Sustainability Charter. 

It is estimated that approximately 100,000 new residents over the next 30 years will be 
accommodated in new urban neighbourhoods including South Port Kells/Tynehead, Clayton and 
Grandview Heights. Another 80,000 residents and up to 80,000 jobs can be accommodated 
within high-density developments in City Centre and the City's Town Centres. The remaining 
80,000 residents of the expected growth over the next 30 years will be absorbed into existing 
urban neighbourhoods. Such "infill" development is already starting to occur and a number of 
local governments from within Metro Vancouver are developing policies and plans that integrate 
new development within existing neighbourhoods in a manner that is sensitive to their existing 
character, scale and context. 

The ideas and illustrations developed at the charette, and documented in the Sensitive Urban 
Infill Study report, explore how the City may meet many of its sustainability goals through a 
greater emphasis on sensitive infill development. These goals include: 

• reducing residents' dependency on cars to access jobs and services; 
• enhancing opportunities for walking and cycling; 
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• improving the viability and service levels of public transit; 
• reducing greenhouse gas emissions and energy use per capita; 
• providing flexible housing options; 
• increasing affordable housing opportunities; 
• enhancing the vitality of local economic development and neighbourhood commercial areas; 
• integrating schools, recreation, culture and community life at the local neighbourhood scale; 

and 
• increasing the urban forest canopy and greening the City. 

While the Study is conceptual in nature, it will be used in the development of policies over the 
coming years as the City continues to implement the actions recommended in its Sustainability 
Charter. The ideas contained in the report align with numerous City plans, including the draft 
Official Community Plan, the TownShift ideas, the Community Energy and Emissions Plan, the 
Rapid Transit Strategy, the Greenways Plan, the Walking and Cycling Plans and the Economic 
Development Strategy. 

SUSTAINABILITY CONSIDERATIONS 

The Sensitive Urban Infill Study report is directly connected to a wide range of subjects in the 
Sustainability Charter and provides a comprehensive illustration of how the objectives and 
policies in the Sustainability Charter can be implemented over the coming decades. In particular, 
the Study illustrates how multiple sustainability benefits (environmental, social and economic) 
can be achieved through the sensitive integration of new development in existing urban 
neighbourhoods in Surrey. 

CONCLUSION 

The UBC Design Centre for Sustainability conducted a design workshop ("charette") with City 
staff to explore and illustrate how infill development in existing urban neighbourhoods can occur 
in a sustainable and sensitive manner in the context of existing development. Infill development 
will become increasingly important in accommodating future population growth in Surrey. 

L 
ean Lamontagne 

General Manager 
Planning and De 

DL:saw 
Attachment: 
Appendix 1: Sensitive Urban Infill Study Report 

v:\wp-docs\admin & policy\12data\oct-dec\1130143odl.docx 
SAW 12/3/12 12:04 PM 
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Financial support for UBC DCS Sustainability by Design project from the following: 
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Cover image of possible future for King George Highway at 72nd street, looking northeast, by Neda Roonia. 
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Mayor's Message 
October 2012 

On behalf of Surrey City Council, I am pleased to present the 
'Sensitive Urban Infill' City of Surrey Charette Rep011. 

The City of Surrey has entered into an exciting phase of its history. 
Having developed into the region's next metropolitan centre and no 
longer a suburb, Surrey is poised to attract impressive economic and 
population growth in the coming decades. With this multifaceted 
growth come many challenges that require careful and strategic 
planning to ensure Surrey's sustainable future. 

Guided by the core principles of the City of Surrey's 'Sustainability 
Chatter', this rep011 informs us how Sensitive Urban Infill will occur 
in Surrey based on a projected 50 year period. Taking all of the 
important factors of sustainable future growth in to consideration, an 
integrative strategy has been developed to suggest how we can shape 
the growth of Surrey's existing neighbourhoods. 

As you review this rep011, I trust that you will find it informative 
on how Surrey is continuing in its path as an innovative City of the 
future. 

ianne L. Watts 
Mayor 
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Project Goal: To suggest how to shape the growth of Surrey's existing 

neighbourhoods towards a future where very little greenhouse gas 

is produced and communities are complete, affordable, and socially 

sustainable. 
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Project Process 

The Sensitive Urban Infill project was a collaborative, multi-stage project that involved City staff, researchers, 
and facilitators working together over a series of months. While this project was focused on sensitive urban 
infill, the integrated-systems nature of sustainability means that it also afforded the opportunity to contribute 
to the implementation of other aspects of Surrey's sustainability agenda. 

The project included three key events: 

Workshop 1: Goals and Objectives Workshop (May 2011) 
The goals and objectives workshop integrated the City of Surrey's established bylaws, policies, and planning 
objectives, particularly the City of Surrey Sustainability Charter, and other related municipal and provincial 
plans and policies into a collaboratively authored goals and objectives document. 

The objectives discussed and approved at the first workshop were used to structure the investigations of the 
charrette. Thus the following chapters of this report are organized by objectives, first restating the approved 
objectives and then providing the strategy arrived at to achieve that objective. 

Workshop 2: Design brief workshop (October 2011) 
The design brief established performance objectives and numeric targets to be used during the charrette. 

Leading up to the second workshop, key issues were identified as needing further research. Research bulletins 
were prepared about Demographics and District Energy. See appendices 3 and 4. 

Design Charrette (January 2012) 
The charrette translated the words and numbers from the design brief into meaningful concepts, pictures, 
and diagrams that make up this report. During this event integration of creative ideas occurred, so that the 
resulting strategies and actions for sensitive urban infill in Surrey are both innovative and achievable. 

Through this process, the team identified strategies and actions that would achieve the'sustainability 
objectives endorsed at the first workshop. These include: increasing and diversifying the local employment 
and tax base; promoting economic synergies; creating an efficient transit system; decreasing lifecycle 
infrastructure costs; enhancing food security through integration of community agriculture; and achieving 
dramatically reduced greenhouse gas emissions. 
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Developing a collaborative plan for a sustainable district can be complex. The task was made manageable by 
separating the task into four issue areas, and assigning an appropriate team of experts to attack each issue. Later 
in the process teams were mixed to ensure that the plan was ultimately one that integrated all four issues. The 
first group of issues were those associated with community and housing design; we named that group the Home 
team. The second group of issues were those associated with movement in its many forms; we called that group 
the Go team. The third group of issues associated with economic development and employment; we called 
that group the Work Team. Last but not least were the issues associated with environmental and energy issues; 
we called that group the Green Team. This report is organized according to these 4 teams. The collaboratively 
derived team objectives from Workshops One and Two are listed, followed by the design and planning strategies 
developed at the charrette to achieve these objectives. 

HOME 

Certainly any changes to mature areas of the city must work with, not against, organic changes already in 
progress. The study area chosen, roughly the area drained by Bear Creek and lying between Surrey City Centre, 
Fleetwood Town Centre, and Newton Town Centre, is already home to over 70,000 people. Far from being finished 
and stable, this built out area continues to grow in population, adding over 1.5% in new population per year. Some 
of this population growth comes in the form of new apartment and townhouse construction. But a surprising 
proportion of this growth is induced by cultural and demographic changes. Families are changing. While the 
fertility rate for women in the Metro Vancouver region continues to decline, the influx of immigrant families 
into this particular study area, with their greater than average tendency to form multi-generational households, 
have offset the trend of declining household sizes. Family sizes in the City of Surrey have actually increased 
slightly over the decades, bucking regional and national trends. This has forced houses, streets, and districts to 
accommodate many new demands. This project is an attempt to first understand these new demands, and to then 
suggest changes to policies that can accommodate these trends while achieving the City's Sustainability Charter 
objectives. 

6 sensitive urban infill in Surrey, BC 
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GO 

A second dramatic change is underway. This district, like most Canadian districts built during the 
period of suburban expansion, was organized around the car. Walking was rare, bus service infrequent, 
and commercial services distant. But now new light rail systems are proposed that will soon serve 
both sides of the study area, buses will serve many of the arterials at fifteen minute intervals or less, 
an increasing number of trips are made by biking and walking, and the appetite for commercial 
services within easy walking distance is huge. This project is an attempt to suggest design, policy and 
engineering changes that can accommodate these new demands. 

WORK 

Third and perhaps most important: jobs. The study area was originally built to provide spacious homes 
for families whose breadwinner commuted very long distances by car to work. In those days the 
number of workers living in Surrey far exceeded the City's total number of jobs. This is no longer the 
case. The number of jobs in the City of Surrey now comes closer to the number of workers in the city. 
But getting to and from these jobs is still a problem, as they are widely dispersed and still often far 
from residential districts or from the frequent transit links necessary to reduce car dependence. This 
project is thus also an attempt to suggest planning and transportation policies that can bring jobs 
closer to homes, homes closer to jobs, and convenient transportation links to bring them even closer. 

GREEN 

Finally, when this district was built our understanding of the value of natural systems was limited. 
Thankfully major streamways were preserved; but recent science has proven that urban development 
can dramatically compromise natural systems function, killing species at risk and destroying green 
amenities. This project is, finally, an attempt to use our new understanding to both protect and 
capitalize on the City's green infrastructure. Design, planning, recreational, and environmental 
protection strategies are proposed to achieve these ends. 
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Project Meta-Targets 

POPULATION: double the population within the study area. 

Population increase from 76,495 to about 1 53,000 by 2061 

Based on the 2006 census numbers, the study site housed 76,495 people and 27,455 households. The average 
family size is 2.8 people per household. Through a simple linear extrapolation of the current household growth 
trend line into the future, it can be projected that this area will be home to about 59,538 households by 2061. If the 
average family size of 2.8 people per household remains the same, then there will be about 166,700 people in the 
area, or a sl ightly more than doubling of the population. 

The average household size in the City of Surrey, however, is around 3 people per household. If we use this 
number for our 2061 projection, we arrive at an upper limit projection of about 178,600 people in the area. 

The majority of the study site falls within Newton area of Surrey, which had a population of 115,520 people in 
2006, and is projected to have a population of 239,256 by 2061 (based on the city of Surrey's projection until 2041 
and our linear extrapolation into 2061 ). This site currently houses about 66% of the _Newton population, and if we 
assume it will maintain the same ratio into the future, this site will house 158,43 1 people. 

Therefore, given these numbers, a doubling of the population by 2061 seems to be a conservative estimate, 
· particularly given that the City of Surrey as a whole is predicted to increase its population by 2.5 times in the same 
time period. 

JOBS: provide at least one job per dwelling unit. 

Job increase from 27,940 to about 50,000 by 2061. 

The study area currently provides about one job for every dwelling unit, and the charrette team chose to maintain 
this ratio in an effort to support local employment. 

8 sensitive urban infill in Surrey, BC 
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GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS: to reduce GHG emissions by 80% below 2001 levels by 2oso 

British Columbia's Green House Gas Reduction Targets Act has directed that municipalities in the province 
reach an 80% reduction in their overall share of GHG emissions from 2007 levels, by the year 2050 with an 
interim milestone of 33% reduction (from 2007 levels) by the year 202 1. As part of its efforts to meet these 
targets, the City of Surrey has undertaken a detailed study of its current and projected energy use and 
emissions portfolio with the help of consultants from HB La narc Golder to produce a Community Energy and 
Emissions Plan, or CEEP. The 'Surrey Sensitive Infill' project provided a unique opportunity to evaluate the 
degree to which community planning strategies in the study area could contribute to these reduction efforts 
on the ground. The study area is in many ways representative of the wider community and can serve as an 
appropriate case study for the city as a whole, as shown in Table One: 

Table 1 :  Baseline Comparison Table - adapted from HB Lana re Golder 

Indicator Total Study Area Average Surrey Average 

Housing Split: Single /Townhouse / Low rise/ High rise 88 / 9 / 3/ 0 67 I 1 7  / 1 4  / 2 

Avg Yr of Construction 1 987 1 986 

Building Peformance - Avg Energy Intensity (GJ/M2) 0.63 0.63 \ 

Distance To Rapid Transit (km) 4.8 8.0 

Average Distance to regional "CBD" (km) 1 4.8 1 5.6 

Average Popu lation Under 1 6  (%) 24% 23% 

Housing Mix (0 = homog, 1 = heterog) 0.09 0. 1 5  

Avg Daily Transit Service Hours 3.0 3.2 

Avg Pop Density (Gross DU/H) 8.6 5.2 

Intersections per Road KM 2.5 2.7 

Ratio of Cycle Routes to Roads 0.27 0.25 

Average Vehicles Per Household 1 .50 1 .50 

Land Use Mix (Workers:Jobs) 0.20 0.1 8 

Avg Daily Distance Driven (VKT - km/hh) 55. 1 2  60.40 

Avg Daily Transit Ride (PKT - km/hh) 1 2.1 9 1 1 .95 

Avg Prsnl Auto GHGs (tCO2e/yr/pop) 1 .70 1 .90 

Avg Public Trans GHGs (tC02e/yr/pop) 0.04 0.04 

Avg Tota l Transpo Emissions per Capita (tCO2e/yr/pop) 1 .75 1 .94 

Avg Bui ldings GHGs per Capita 1 .81 1 .83 

Avg Total GHGs per Capita (t/CO2e/yr/pop) 3.6 3.8 

Avg GHGs Per Resident& Employee (tCO2e/yr/pop+emp) 2.65 1 .39 
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The consensus on changes to the land use pattern, building form, transportation, and infrastructure of the area 
culminated in a considerable reduction of the GHGs compared to the current projections based on a status-quo 
development pattern scenario (Table 2). The 'infill' changes to urban form and consequent transportation mode 
split is projected to result in a 60% reduction from the transportation related GHGs and a 53% reduction from the 
building stock's share of the overall emissions, resulting in a 57% total reduction of emissions by 2060. This result is 
considerably higher than the 44% reductions based on current projections. 

Table Two shows the modelled per capita greenhouse gas emissions reductions from 2011 levels for both current 
study area projections and the sensitive infill projections derived from the charrette. 

Table 2 Study Area Base Year Study Area Current 
adapted from HB Lanarc Golder (2011) Projections 2040 

Buildings 1.8 1.2 (-33%) .87 (-53%) 
Transportation 1.75 0.77 (-56%) 0,7 (-60%) 
Total 3.62 2.01 (-44%) 1 .57 (-57%) 
Per Resident & Per 2.65 2.10 (-2 1%) 1 .44 (-46%) 
Employee 

The Charrette's design intervention outperforms current 2040 projections substantially. The charrette-generated 
proposal also outperforms the previously considered Community Wide Assertive Scenario, getting to the 
provincially suggested -33% milestone by 2025, which is ten years earlier than the community wide projections 
assumed in the CEEP project. 

Table Three shows the projected year to achieve the minus 33 percent per capita greenhouse gas emissions target. 

Table 3: -33% Per Capita Reduction Mi lestone adapted from HB Lanarc Golder 

Community Wide Cu rrent Projections achieved by 2035 

Community Wide Assertive Scenario achieved by 2030 

Sensitive Infill Study Area achieved by 2025 

A detailed breakdown of the changes in the urban pattern and the resulting emissions portfolio can be found in 
Appendix 2. 

10 sensitive urban infill in Surrey, BC 
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Conclusion: 
The Surrey Sensitive Infill Charrette demonstrated how deliberate changes to the land use and development 
patterns on the ground could contribute to the overall increase in energy and emissions performance of 
the community. This more integrated approach towards shaping complex building blocks of a community 
(housing, mobility, energy and green infrastructure and economy) resulted in more aggressive GHG reduction 
levels. Results were even higher than the sustainable approaches put forward under the Surrey's Community 
Energy and Emissions Plan (CEEP) targets. This highlights the value of looking at neighbourhoods street 
by street and parcel by parcel and building type by building type, in order to come up with a practical 
and evolutionary strategy for reaching GHG reduction goals, and at the same time resulting in a more 
vibrant urban environment. Complex systems like cities need deeply collaborative processes of achieving 
energy goals, with many parties at the table. Collaboration between interested parties and individuals who 
understand the relationships between transportation, building codes, zoning restrictions, energy system 
design, stream habitat and recreational assets, and how they all congeal in an efficient and sustainable city 
system, are integral to Surrey's drive for a more vibrant and sustainable future. 

If the types of long term changes that are anticipated and illustrated in this charrette are realized, the following 
benefits may result: 

Sources: 

Increased population 
Greater mix of housing types 
Increased jobs 
Lower greenhouse gas emissions 
Increased greenspace 
Higher mobility connectivity 
Decreased kilometres driven per vehicle 
Increased cycling and walking 

Community Energy and Emission Profile. HB La narc Consultant Report, Surrey: City of Surrey, 20 1 1 . 
Surrey Sensitive Infill Energy + Emission Analysis. HB La narc Consultant Report for the Design Center for Sustainability, Surrey: 
City of Surrey, 20 12. 
Condon, Patrick M.; Khany Sam, M. Surrey Sensitive Infill Foundational Research Bulletin: "Speculation on expansion of the 
district energy system into Surrey's suburban fabric through sensitive in-fill''. UBC SALA Design Center for Sustainability, July 
201 1 .  
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Sensitive Urban Infill 
Concept Plan 

THE MAJOR MOVES 

The final concept plan for Sensitive Urban 
Infill paints a picture of new urban form 
and transportation patterns that support 
more livable, walkable, and sustainable 
neighbourhoods. Areas in grey are shown as 
is, anticipating little change. Buildings that 
are colored are either new construction or 
substantial remodeling of existing structures. 
New housing and work opportunities 
locate within a hierarchy of Villages or along 
Corridors: 
1 Transit Villages (page 18) 
2 Urban Villages (page 20) 
3 Neighbourhood Villages (page 22) 
4 Transit Corridors (page 24) 
5 Neighbourhood Corridors (page 24) 

New streets (white) create better connectivity 
for all modes of travel, while new green 
spaces and agricultural opportunities 
enhance livability. 

LEGEND 

-

-

-

-

-

-

Mixed Use Buildings 

Attached Residential Buildings 
Detached / Semi-Detached 
Residential Buildings 
Civic.Buildings 

Industrial Buildings 

Green Space 
1 3  
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�- -- Low Density / Single Dwelling 

.._ __ ___, Low Density / Single Dwelling w/ add unit Mixed Use Industrial Area 

Medium Density Dwelling (2 - 4.5 floors) Institution Proposed Road 
14 sensitive urban infill in Surrey, BC 
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'-------' 
Existing Park to Remain 

image credit: Dale Lewis 

Sensitive Urban Infill Indicator Measurement 
MEASURING CHANGE 
The plan generated at the charrette was converted 
to a geographic information systems (GIS) based 
plan for ease of calculation and future utility. Results 
are shown below. 

Indicator Current Sensitive 

(201 1 )  Infill (2061 ) 

Population 76,495 161,790 
Jobs 27,940 55,140 
Jobs : worker ratio .2 .2 
Building GHGs (per capita) 1.81 0.70 (-53%) 
tonnes CO2e/yr/pop 
Transportation GHGs (per capita) 1.75 0.87 (-60%) 
tonnes CO2e/yr/pop 
Average GHGs (per capita) 3 .6 1.57 (-57%) 

Site Area (ha) 2628 2628 
Area of Streets (ha) 492 541 
Greenspace (ha) 644 738 
Commercial Space (ha) 114 included in mixed 

use 

Mixed Use - Commercial/Residential (ha) 0 75 
Mixed Use- lndustrial/Commerical/ 0 60 
Residential (ha) 

Industrial Space (ha) 2 16 161 

Dwelling Units 24600 53200 
Gross Residential Density (pph) 19 61 
Land use diversity (Simpson's .72 .75 
diversity index) 
Housing diversity (Simpson's .28 .77 

diversity index) 

Intersections per road km 2.5 5 .1  
% dwellings within 5 mins of 3 1  100 
commercial space 

Parkspace (ha) per 1000 residents 8 4.5 
1 S  
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I n  the fol lowing four  sections of HOME, GO, WORK, GREEN, you wi l l  find more deta i led recommendations 

provided in  a format which offers c lear action items the City may choose to undertake. First the orig ina l  

OBJECTIVE, developed from existi ng City of Surrey Pol icy and endorsed at Workshop One, is stated. Then, 

STRATEGIES d iscovered by the charrette team that might achieve that objective a re l i sted below. ACTIONS AND 

POLICIES that support each strategy a re then l i sted i n  table format. The goa l  is to create a "reci pe card" for City of 
Surrey staff to fol low in their efforts to ach ieve Sensitive U rban I nfi l l .  

HOME Objective One 

Encourage the development of h igher density, m ixed use, compact and wa lkable 

neighbou rhoods, with easy access to transportat ion, loca l shopping, services, markets, a nd 

commu nity fac i l ities, wh i le respecting loca l cha racter. 

Strateg ies & Actions 

Strategy One: 

TRANSIT VI LLAGES: Locate the h ig hest dens ity at intersections of frequent transit networks. 

1.-'1 •.• !J•.1•.J&Utl� ll'jG III r ,111.•:�_:r., � 

1. Define Frequent Transit Village areas in the next Official Community Plan NEW POLICY for the DISTRICT scale 

(OCP). provided by PLANNING Department. 

2. Conduct a study on appropriate lot consolidation strategies for re- NEW STUDY for the PARCEL scale provided 

development at major arterial intersections. by the PLANNING Department 

3. Designate ·highest density within an 800 metre walking distance ofTransit NEW ZONING for the DISTRICT scale 

Stations. This density can include some high rise towers. provided by the PLANNING department 

4. Develop secondary plans for Transit Villages, called "infill Transit Village NEW NEIGHBOURHOOD CONCEPT PLAN 

development areas" for the DISTRICT scale provided by the 
PLANNING department 
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Three Village Scales: Transit, Urban and Neighbourhood. 

The City of Surrey is experiencing increas ing development pressu re and runn ing out of g reenfield 
a reas on which to build. S imultaneously, there i s  a des i re to increase the v ibrancy and l ivab i l ity of 
existing suburban neighbourhoods with in  the City. The charrette team's chal lenge was to find ways 
to i ncrease the density and accessib i l ity of existing neighbourhoods without los ing their current 
cha racter. In order to do th is, the team targeted three levels of density in key nodes: Transit Vi l lages, 
U rban Vil lages, and Neighbourhood Vi l lages. 

Transit Vi l lages have the h ighest level of density and locate at intersections of frequent transit 
corridors. Development inc l udes some h igh-rise towers and mixed-use commercial/residential 
bu i ld ings. 

image credit: Daniel Roehr Transit Villages 

Transit vi l lages are high density nodes along major arterials such as King 
George Boulevard (above), within .BOO m of frequent transit stations. 
These areas will provide major commercial and job spaces, as well as 
high density housing, for the entire community. 
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HOME Objective One (continued) 

Encourage the development of h igher density, m ixed use, compact and wa l kab le 

neigh bourhoods, with easy access to transportation, loca l shopping, services, markets, and 

community fac i l ities, wh i le  respect ing loca l cha racter. 

Strateg ies & Actions 

Strategy Two: .. 

URBAN VILLAGES: Locate major developments on designated 'U rban Vi l lages' at the intersection of major 
corridors. 

\�"']_l_l tlll•J&lil lllt r•.r.i1 11 t) �:'ll�rrtlT:I-1 I -
1 .  Define Urban Village areas in the OCP. NEW OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN policy 

at the DISTRICT scale provided by the 
PLANNING department 

2. Develop secondary plans for these emerging centers, called 'infill Urban NEW NEIGHBOURHOOD CONCEPT PLAN 

Village development areas'. at the DISTRICT scale provided by the 
PLANNING department 
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Three Village Scales: Transit, Urban and Neighbourhood. 

Urban Vi l lages are smal ler in  sca le than the Transit Vi l lages. They occupy about 6-8 blocks and locate 
at major intersections, provid ing some reta i l ,  office, and commun ity services close to residential areas. 
The intention of the Urban Vi l lage i s  to provide an i ntermed iate scale of c lustered services accessib le 
to surrounding residents with in a 1 0- 1 5 m inute walk. 

Streets defined by 
street trees, widened 
sidewalks and stepped 
building setbacks 

Building mass to 
become ground 
oriented 1 -2 
blocks either side 
of Fraser Hwy 

Density bonusing to ensure 
better energy efficiency in 
replacement building stock 
(such as triple pane window 
walls, solar assisted hot 
water, district heating) 

image credit: James Tuer 

8 - 1 4  Story towers 
as anchoring elements 

Matrix of green roofs 
modulated building 
heights at courtyard 
typologies 
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on building as 
ring element 

Urban Village Concept at Fraser 
Highway and 1 52nd Street. 

Ttie Urban Village may have one or two 
mid-rise towers (up to 1 4  stories) to 
help anchor the village. The rest of the 
bui ldings will be low-rise and mid-rise 
mixed use buildings with opportunities 
for retail and office spaces. The new 
villages will maximize energy efficiency 
and incorporate public open spaces, 
street trees, and g reen roofs in their 
design. 
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HOME Objective One (continued) 

Encourage the development of h ig her density, mixed use, compact and wa l kab le 

neighbou rhoods, with easy access to transportation, loca l shopping, services, markets, and 

commun ity faci l ities, whi le  respecti ng loca l cha racter. 

Strateg ies & Actions 

Strategy Three: 

NEIGHBOURHOOD VILLAGES: Develop neighbourhood gatheri ng places around school g rounds. The 
focus of these v i l lages is to serve as Commun ity Learning Centres for the immed iate neighbourhood. 

1. Develop specific policy around Neighbourhood Villages in order to 
expand uses within and around school sites, such as sharing of spaces 
between different institutions and groups. 

2. Create partnerships with Surrey Schools regarding expansion of uses 
within school lands. 

3. Strategically purchase houses around schools for accommodating cultural 
activities, creating inclusive environments for all residents. 

4. Create specific design guidelines for these areas. 
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NEW POLICY at the DISTRICT scale provided 
by the PLANNING department 

NEW PARTNERSHIP at the DISTRICT Scale 
provided by the PLANNING and PARKS 
departments 

NEW POLICY at the DISTRICT scale provided 
by the PLANNING department 

NEW DESIGN GUIDELINES at the DISTRICT 
scale provided by the PLANNING department 



Three Village Scales: Transit, Urban and Neighbourhood. 

At the smal lest sca le, neighbourhood school sites provide key opportun ities for creating smal l  
c lusters of services for nearby residents. The resu lt ing Neighbourhood Vi l lages provide loca l ized · 

services and amenities, such as ch i ldcare fac i l ities and local parks, with in a 5 m inute wal k  of 

surround ing res idents. 

I n  sum the th ree v i l lage scales add density and vibrancy to existing ne ighbourhoods by focus ing 

addit ional development i n  appropriately scaled c lusters throughout the study site. 

image credit: Daniel Roehr Neighbourhood Village 

Neighbourhood Villages locate within and adjacent to existing school 
sites (large orange building in centre), providing local services to the 
immediate residential neighbourhoods, There will be day care (1 ), 
community gardens (2), grocery stores (3) and recreational space (4) in 
these areas 
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HOME Objective Two 

Encourage popu lation a nd employment density a long tra nsit corridors. 

Strateg ies & Actions 

Strategy One: 

FREQU ENT TRANSIT CORRIDOR INF ILL: Encourage m i xed-use development a long frequent transit 
corridors, with g reatest i ntensity at major intersections. 

""l.��!J•l•llll •lilt'11!.'ril.-q1n�--�-11'2"f!Y21 

1. Define frequent Transit Development Corridors in the OCP. NEW OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN policy 
at the DISTRICT scale provided by the 
PLANNING department 

2. Develop secondary plans, in connection with infill Transit Village NEW NEIGHBOURHOOD CONCEPT PLAN 

development areas, for these corridors. at the DISTRICT scale provided by the 
PLANNING department 

3. Conduct a study on appropriate lot consolidation strategies for re- NEW STUDY at the PARCEL scale provided by 

development along transit corridors. the PLANNING department 

4. Encourage infill strategies that respect the existing rhythm and character NEW DESIGN GUIDELINES at the PARCEL 

of the street, where appropriate. scale provided by the PLANNING department 

Strategy Two: 

NEIGHBOU RHOOD CORRIDOR INFI LL: A l low for new uses on streets a long neighbourhood "flex" corridors 

1. Develop a policy for arterial road densification 

2. Establish 'Flex' zoning for street level activities on corridors. 

3. Conduct a study on appropriate lot consolidation strategies for re
development along Neighbourhood Corridors. 

4. Encourage infill strategies that respects existing rhythm and character. 
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NEW ZONING at the DISTRICT scale provided 
by the PLANNING department 

NEW ZONING at the DISTRICT scale provided 
by the PLANNING department 

NEW STUDY at the PARCEL scale provided by 
the PLANNING department 

NEW DESIGN GUIDELINES at the PARCEL 
scale provided by the PLANNING department 



Communities on the Corridors 

The City of Surrey's network of arterials and corridors provide an  opportun ity to accommodate 
add itional uses and densities. The charrette team identified frequent transit corridors where 
additional density wi l l  support transit investments. Remain ing residential corridors can benefit from 
smal ler sca le infi l l  strategies. Smal l  sca le strategies inc lude flexible space for l ive-work arrangements 
and g round-oriented commercial activity, on smal l  scale lot consol idations. 

Example ,pia7'..J � 11ZM1i:-'e� 
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image credit: James Tuer 

� -{; Transit and Neighbourhood Corridors 

��n 
� et Corridors along arterials can accommodate 

fi• ·- rc(IJ',/-lfl/'!c.3 moderate levels of density through flexible 
i=== :..r-if configuration of 2 to 6 adjacent lots. These areas 

1'f' � u /'B-lfAl SC/l'Tc can accommodate much of the new residential and 
-4-��---'lo-·....u..------,::.;IM:;::.,..I: . work spaces in low rise and townhouse formats. 
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NEIGHBOURHOOD CORRIDOR 
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image credit: Ron Walkey 
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HOME Objective Three 

Al low for increased density through gentle a nd gradual  infi l l  of mixed affordable and accessib le 

hous ing types and adaptations, appropriate to a rapid ly chang ing ethn ic, i ncome, fami ly  type 

a nd age demograph ic. 

Strateg ies & Actions 

Strategy One: 

SINGLE FAMI LY INF I LL: A l low for a range of additional dwe l l i ngs on s ing le fami ly lots to a l low for gentle 
dens ification in  existi ng neighbourhoods. = 

1�..1.•.�!l• t 11111' . 1..1T1af.1■L.��� -
1. Update Surrey's Infill Policy to allow for multi-family housing and 

coach houses, while addressing current impediments such as the 'fit in' 
requirement. 

2. Create new flexible design guidelines for infill strategies, a llowing for new 
and exciting buildings and design options. 

3 .  Ensure new infill meets emergency access requirements. 

4. Amend policies around lot consolidation to allow a smaller number of 
lots to come together than presently allowed. For example, develop a 
densification formula on escalating scale based on land assembly: 

a. One lot can become a quadriplex 
b. Two lots can become townhouses or rowhouses 
c. Only allow apartments adjacent to identified transit corridors 

5. Develop criteria for identifying infill areas based on neighbouhood health 
characteristics such as housing age, tenure, and the quality of existing 
housing stock. 

6. Define setback, height, basic envelope for new developments. 
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UPDATE POLICY at the DISTRICT scale 

provided by the PLANNING department 

NEW DESIGN GUIDELINES at the DISTRICT 

scale provided by the PLANNING department 

NEW BYLAW at the PARCEL scale provided 

by the PLANNING department 

UPDATE POLICY at the PARCEL scale 

provided by the PLANNING department 

NEW POLICY at the DISTRICT scale provided 

by the PLANNING department 

UPDATE DESIGN GUIDELINES at the PARCEL 

scale provided by the PLANNING department 



Gentle Density 

The suburban res identia l  fabric i n  the study area, with the predominant s ing le detached bungalow, 
has undergone a sh ift i n  recent yea rs. It now accommodates new fami ly structu res and l iving 
a rrangements. Diverse ethn ic and cultural g roups, as wel l  as new economic rea l ities, have brought 
multi-fami ly and mu lti-generational l iv ing a rrangements to this a rea. The charrette team capital ized 
on this organic transformation, a l lowing for new residential bu i ld ings through gentle and "hidden" 
forms of density. 

q 
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Single family infill in suburban cul-de-sac 

Greater flexibility in zoning and tenure 
arrangements can allow for gradual growth 
of the suburban cul-du-sacs. Additional units 
a re built onto existing residential units. A 
denser tree canopy and more coherent street 
treatment can unify the diversity of housing 
types. 
image credit: Ron Wa/key 
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HOME Objective Three (continued) 

Al low for increased density through gentle and gradua l  i nfi l l  of a blend of affordable and 

accessib le housi ng types and adaptations, appropriate to a rapid ly changing ethn ic, i ncome, 

fami ly type and age demographic. 

Strateg ies & Actions 

Strategy Two: 
RIPARIAN I NFI LL: A l low for densification adjacent to protected ripa rian areas. 

�?Jthl"III lll••�'la ll t 1 L11'�'-�-� 

1. Develop density bonus policy and coach house design guidelines to 
support acquiring land adjacent to the riparian corridors. 

2. Create a separate zone in the OCP to designate riparian corridors for 
density bonusing. 

3. Include infill development areas along green areas to initiate density 
bonus and amenity contribution. 
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NEW ZONING at the DISTRICT scale provided 
by the PLANNING department 

NEW OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN policy 
at the DISTRICT scale provided by the 
PLANNING department 

NEW ZONING at the DISTRICT scale provided 
by the PLANNING department 



Riparian Infill 

Preservation of the riparian corridors runn ing th rough  much of the study a rea has left the 
commun ity with a lasting ecolog ica l  amenity. This amenity is currently underuti l ized, with s ing le 
fam i ly neighbourhoods often turn ing their back to protected stream corridors. The cha rrette team 
proposed an innovative approach to capita l ize on the recreational possibi l ities of these corridors. Lots 
bordering riparian corridors wi l l  receive additional density a l lowances. Development funds generated 
from this strategy can be used to restore riparian corridors, and in se lect locations provide publ ic 
pathways along the corridors for active transportation modes. 

Carriage units built into 
rear sited garages 

Green building systems such as 
solar assisted hot water 

Ensu 
meet th 
and reduce 
usable space 

image credit: James Tuer 

Front open space systems with 
carriage homes rather than 
backyard 
fences 

riveways 

Duplex units 
made to look l ike 
one house 
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Single family infill along riparian corridor 

Over time, single detached houses that 
currently face away from riparian corridors 
can accommodate up to three dwelling units. 
A carefully designed duplex unit can sit at the 
front of the lot (2), making space for a coach 
house on the lane way (3), facing the riparian 
corridor. Natural infiltration of ground water is 
maintained. Paths along the riparian corridor 
can serve as an active transportation network 
and a recreational amenity. 
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HOME Objective Four 

Su pport a d iverse cu ltu re from a broad ra nge of ethn ic, i ncome and demograph ic  backg rou nds. 

Strateg ies & Actions 

Strategy One: 

PROTECT EXISTING DIVERSITY: Recognize and foster existi ng centers of cultu ra l ly d istinct economic and 
cultura l  activity. 

1. Develop a policy for the phased relocation and redevelopment of 
manufactured (mobile) home parks. 

2. Develop policy on use of boarding houses (location criteria, maintenance, 
performance standards, etc. . .  ) .  

3 .  Conduct a study to identify areas of cultural significance. 

Strategy Two: 

NEW POLICY at the DISTRICT scale provided 
by the PLANNING department 

NEW POLICY at the DISTRICT scale provided 
by the PLANNING department 

NEW STUDY at the DISTRICT scale provided 
by the PLANNING department 

DIVERSE HOUSING: Respond to existi ng and potential futu re demands for new forms of flexible housing. 

1. Create strategy around acceptable forms of large format housing to meet UPDATEZONING atthe DISTRICT scale 

the needs of Multi-family household arrangements. provided bythe PLANNING department 

2. Allow for development retrofits in single family homes which allow elderly UPDATEZONING at the PARCEL scale 

residents to make modifications to rent out a portion of the home. provided by the PLANNING department 

Strategy Three: 

DIVERSE CULTURE & RECREATION: Provide for a mix of cu ltura l  and recreational opportun ities that are 
appropriate to different ages and cultures. 

1. Conduct a study on missing cultural and recreational elements within NEW STUDY at the DISTRICT scale provided 

existing neighbourhoods bythe PLANNING department 

2. Amend sign and other by-laws to allow for ethno-cultural expression in NEW BYLAW at the DISTRICT scale provided 

culturally distinct areas. by the PLANNING department 
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Diversify the Fabric 

The composition of Su rrey's res idents in  terms of age, ethnicity and income has been changing and 
wi l l  cont inue to change wel l  i nto the futu re. This has brought new and d iverse cultura l  activities, 
l iving  arrangements, and commercia l  practices to the area. In turn, the study a rea's emerg ing diverse 
commun ities requ i re new housing types, appropriate commun ity fac i l ities, and d istinct publ ic  spaces. 
The design team encouraged g reater flexib i l ity and adaptabi l ity in response to these new social 
rea l ities. 

Diversity 

This area accommodates a diverse group of residents, requiring unique 
residential, commercial, and recreational spaces. From entrepreneurial 
home cooking businesses in bungalows, to dance studios in flexible 
spaces on the corridors, to a Punjabi market in the industrial lands, this 
area fosters a variety of l ife-styles and cultures. 
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HOME Objective Five 

Promote a sense of identity, i nc lusion, belong ing and safety through  des ign  strategies. 

Strategies & Actions 

Strategy One: 

R IPARIAN IDENTITY: Reorient lots to face green spaces, community spaces, streets and pathways. 

1 .  Celebrate the shared ecological attributes of this community by 
encouraging redevelopment to face riparian corridors. 

2. Find funding sources for street celebrations and other identity creating 
events. 

3. Strategically purchase lots along riparian corridors to allow greater access 
to these shared community assets. 

Strategy Two: 

NEW DESIGN GUIDELINES at the DISTRICT 
scale provided by the PLANNING depart.men! 

NEW PDLICYat the DISTRICT scale provided 
by the ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT department 

NEW POLICY at the DISTRICT scale 
provided by the PLANNING and ECONOMIC 
DEVELOPMENT departments 

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT: Develop more democratic and inc lusive engagement processes. 

1 .  Develop OCP policy around neighbourhood engagement processes to 
allow for greater self determination. 

2. Allow for neighbourhood-led planning processes leading to defined 
zoning and design guidelines. 

3. Communicate existing and future city policies and programs in multiple 
languages. 

4. Develop a process for residents to create a higher level vision and design 
aspirations for identified evolving neighbourhoods. 
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NEW POLICY at the DISTRICT scale provided 
by the PLANNING department 

NEW POLICY at the DISTRICT scale provided 
by the PLANNING department 

NEW POLICY at the DISTRICT scale provided 
by the PLANNING and COMMUNICATIONS 
departments 

NEW OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN policy 
at the DISTRICT scale provided by the 
PLANNING department 



Face the Green 

The study area's un ifying element is the network of riparian corr idors. The cha rrette team capita l ized 

on this r ich asset by reorienti ng parcels, b locks, and neighbourhoods to "face the g reen" systems and 

create an inc lusive and far safer neighbourhood. 

image credit: Jennifer Marshall Face the Green 

Gradual reorientation of lots towards the riparian corridors and streams 
al lows for the formation of an interconnected pathway for active 
transportation and recreational opportunities. 
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HOME Objective Six: 

Provide centra l ly  ava i la ble cu ltu ra l, socia l, recreationa l and hea lth fac i l ities and civic amen ities 

that respond to the needs and interests of the City's d iverse population, i nc lud ing ch i ldren, 
youth, seniors, mu lti-cu ltu ra l g roups, fam i l ies, vu l nerable popu lations and those with specia l 

needs. Every res ident shou ld be with in  a 5- 1 0 minute wa lk of one of these faci l ities. 

Strateg ies & Actions: 

Strategy One: 

COMMUN ITY LEARNING HUBS: Co-locate cultura l  and recreational amenities around Neighbourhood 
Vi l lages, capita l iz ing on existi ng faci l ities such as schools, rel igious institutions, commun ity and 
recreational faci l ities. 

... 1.�l!Jt ., .... • �7�-· . ;w:111�ITt1T:.� 
1. Allow for a diveristy of uses around Neighbourhood Villages and along UPDATE ZONING at the DISTRICT scale 

nearby corridors, including a more flexible permit process for events in provided by the PLANNING department 

commercial and institutional buildings. 
2. Review practices and policies related to locating facilities in City parks to UPDATE POLICY at the DISTRICT scale 

allow for a variety of community uses. provided by the PLANNING and PARKS 
departments 

3. Integrate employment opportunities into Neighbourhood Villages . NEW ZONING at the DISTRICT scale provided 

(employment could be located within/on school/community centre sites) by the PLANNING department 

to promote higher mixed-use densities, affordable housing and social 
meeting spaces. 

4. Co-locate parks and community facilities with identified schools, religious NEW ZONING at the DISTRICT scale provided 

institutions or other community gathering places. by the PLANNING and PARKS departments 

5 .  Create 'locational criteria' for commercial and childcare uses around NEW ZONING at the DISTRICT scale provided 

schools. by the PLANNING department 

6. Encourage specific types of meeting spaces, such as coffee shops, NEW POLICY at the DISTRICT scale provided 

restaurants, pubs, etc. to support home based businesses. by the PLANNING department 
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Community Learning Hubs 

Development with in  and around the new vi l lages and corridors is accompan ied by appropriate 
community fac i l ities and services for each sca le. At the Neighbourhood scale, the cha rrette team 
focused on comm un ity learn ing opportun ities. Commun ity amenities and services at this sca le create 
"Community Lea rning Hubs" for a l l  ages of the popu lation. 

image credit: Neda Roonia Community Learning Hubs 

Community Learning Hubs serve as neighbourhood hearts, responding 
to the growing needs of diverse age groups and cultures in their 
recreational and educational needs. In the future, co-location of services 
for seniors, child-care facilities, park space and even family essentials 
such as grocery stores al lows for residents to stay in their neighborhood 
longer and form lasting connections. 
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HOME Objective Seven 

I ncorporate pr inc ip les of Un iversa l  Design to ensu re accessi b i l ity to everyone. 

Strateg ies & Actions 

Strategy One: 

ADAPTIVE HOUSING: Requ i re an adaptable bui lt hous ing and environment. 

1 .  Develop adaptable housing requi rements for new types of coach houses, NEW DESIGN GUIDELINESatthe PARCEL 

secondary suites and multifami ly housing. scale provided bythe PLANNING department 

Strategy Two: 

UN IVERSAL PATHWAYS: Promote passive and active uses a long riparian corridors that are un iversa l ly 
accessib le, fix exist ing s idewalks, and create new s idewalks to a l low for comfortable travel for a l l  
res idents. 

1. Complete the sidewalk network within the study site to ensure that 
mobility devices have the same route choices as all other modes of travel. 

2. Fix existing sidewalks to ensure they are passable in a wheelchair, 
including adding curb let downs where they do not already exist. 

3 .  Ensure new pathways include a universally accessible path. 
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UPDATE STREET STANDARDS at 
the DISTRICT scale provided by the 
ENGINEERING department 

UPDATE STREET STANDARDS at 
the DISTRICT scale provided by the 
ENGINEERING department 

NEW POLICY and STREET STANDARDS at the 
DISTRICT scale provided by the PLANNING 
and ENGINEERING departments 



Equal access 

The area wi l l  become increas ing ly d iverse - an  aging population not the least of these changes. Th i s  
wi l l  natura l ly change the demands on City faci l ities and services. Un iversal design strategies for new 
homes, publ ic bu i ld ings, and the publ ic rea lm  wi l l  accommodate these shifts. 

image credit: Neda Roonia 
Access 

The area will house greater numbers of seniors as well as larger number 
of families with children. This will require universal accessibility for al l  
ages to buildings, amenities, transportation, and pathways. 
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HOME Objective Eight 

Enha nce neighbourhood d ist inction and sense of place through design ; 

Strateg ies & Action s 

Strategy One: 

CELEBRATE H ISTORY: Al low for h istoric interpretation of bui ld ings and structures from mu ltip le 
perspectives and cultures 

1. Develop historical interpretation materials such as storyboards to include 
diverse cultures, and emerging identities and histories. 

2. Add more buildings and parks to the heritage register. 

Strategy Two: 

UPDATE POLICY at the DISTRICT scale 
provided by the PLANNING department 

NEW POLICY at the DISTRICT scale provided 
by the PLANNING department 

DIVERSE NE IGHBOURHOODS: Encourage diversity in  neighbourhood and housing des ign.  -
��.p1•1• �II• i;;,,.. ,. • y::v��IT • .,.:+.'il 

l. Develop design guidelines that encourage a diversity of housing designs. 

2. Create new flexible design guidelines for infill strategies, allowing for 
innovative buildings and design options. 

3. Create a coherent public realm guideline, particularly a uniform 
tree canopy and consistent streetscape, to ensure neighbourhood 
cohesiveness. 
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UPDATE DESIGN GUIDELINES at the 
DISTRICT scale provided by the PLANNING 
department 

NEW DESIGN GUIDELINES at the DISTRICT 
scale provided by the PLANNING department 

NEW DESIGN GUIDELINES at the DISTRICT 
scale provided by the PLANNING department 



Celebrate diversity 

Surrey's cu ltura l  landscape is becoming i ncreasingly d iverse. To create a sense of belonging, residents 
should be empowered to express their un ique cultura l  identities. Strateg ies to ach ieve this include 
an  inc lus ive and open interpretation of heritage preservation, identity creation, residential des ign, 
and placemaking. These various interpretations are then brought together through a coherent publ ic  
rea lm desig n  . 

., ,,... , ::. 

EXISTING CUL-DE-SAC 

image credit: Ron Wa/key 

Diverse Housing 

New housing types and more flexible design guidelines allow for 
more individual expression and housing type diversity in residential 
neighbourhoods (lower image). 
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HOME Objective Nine 

Design for a n  aesthetica l ly p leasing and h igh qua l ity pub l ic rea lm, complete with pub l i c  a rt. 

Strateg ies & Actions 

Strategy One: 

NEIGHBOURHOOD BEAUTIF ICATION: Faci l itate beautification of neighbourhoods. 

1. Engage immediate neighbourhood residents in beautification and public NEW POLICYatthe DISTRICT scale provided 

a rt projects. by the PLANNING and PARKS departments 

2. Determine an appropriate development contribution for amenity NEW POLICY at the DISTRICT scale provided 

improvements and neighbourhood beautification. by the PLANNING department 

Strategy Two: 

PUBLIC ART: Create publ ic a rt for a l l  emerg ing areas. 

1. Find funding sources and allocate public art funds for emerging Transit, 
Urban and Neighbourhood Villages, and along Transit Corridors. 
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NEW POLICY at the DISTRICT scale provided 
by the Pl.ANNING and ENGINEERING 
departments 



Beautiful places 

As new vi l lages and corridors emerge in  this area, a portion of the money generated from these new 
developments wi l l  be used for neighbourhood beautification, civic art insta l lations and publ ic rea l m  
enhancement projects. This wi l l  i ncrease a sense of commun ity pride for a d iverse population . 

image credit: Neda Roonia Beautiful Places 

Greater attention to the aesthetics of the new developments in the 
area, including new public services and facil ities, can create a distinct 
architectural look and feel for the area and promote a g reater sense of 
pride and belonging. 
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HOME Objective Ten 

Identify, p rotect, and make publ ic ly accessib le as many views as  poss ible - to mounta ins, to 
va l leys, to r ipar ian areas, to cu ltu ra l icons. 

Strateg ies & Actions 

Strategy One: 

COMMUN ITY VIEWS: Preserve views of the agricu ltural val ley, Green Timbers, forested ridges, Bear Creek 
Park, and the Fraser H ighway viewpoint to Mount Baker and the North Shore Mountains 

1.  Develop new view corridor policies for identified areas. 

2. Increase views into riparian areas through strategic purchasing of lots, 
new riparian pathways, and new stream crossings. 
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NEW POLICY at the DISTRICT scale provided 
by the PLANNING department 

NEW POLICY at the DISTRICT scale provided 
by the PLANNING department 



Protect views 

This a rea has tremendous views to both local and reg ional natura l  amen ities, such as streams, pa rks 
and mounta ins. New developments wi l l  celebrate these views and face these areas. Add itional parks 
and pathways increase access to these amenities for loca l residents and the wider publ ic. 

image credit: Neda Roonia Views 

Developments in this area will face important natural and cultural 
heritage sites. Public views to areas such as the Bear Creek park, streams 
and the mountains will be maintained. 
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GO: Mobil ity Networks for Sensitive Urban Infill  

The study a rea has two d istrict wide movement systems, one h igh ly visi ble, the other hidden . 

The vis ible one is the network of a rteria l  streets spaced at even half mi le increments. The h idden 

one is the dendritic (or tree-l ike) Bear Creek ri pa rian  watershed system, a system that reaches 

into a lmost every part of the site; however, with the exception of Bear Creek pa rk and a couple 

of other places in the district, th is vast network goes unoticed and underused. The d istrict wide 

strategies described in th is section have the potentia l  to knit these two systems together to 

form a tru ly mu lti moda l  and ecologica l ly complete movement system; largely for humans, but 

a lso importantly for terrestria l and aquatic creatu res. 

The first and most important objective for th is team was to provide options to the car. 

Consequently, the function of streets must be re-thought, such that wa lk ing, biking, and transit 

take priority over car use. Th is means reconsidering street cross-section and intersection designs 

to ensure safety and comfort for a l l  modes. But a comfortable c ross-section doesn't he lp if the 

user has no nea rby destination worth the trip, and no d i rect connections to get there. To fix th is 

problem, the i nteg rity of the movement network must be improved, and the land uses served 

by th is street system rethought. Orig ins must get within wa lki ng d istance of destinations, and 

buses must be read i ly avai lable for longer tr ips. 

I n  this regard the true untapped resource is the Bea r Creek watershed riparian system. This 

under uti l ized, inaccessible, and often h idden open space resou rce has the potentia l to 

kn it together the community. Whi le genera l ly not appropriate for cars, it is h igh ly su ited for 

wa lking and biking, and potentia l ly for use by smal l  motorized veh icles such as scooters. 

Neighbourhoods and community resources that a re presently i naccessible to a l a rge number of 

potential users would be made accessible were this network improved. 
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Fina l ly, the Go team spent much time d iscussing the merits and demerits 

of l inking 84th Street across the south end of Bear Creek Park. Ultimately 

the group felt that our ambition to let people access the district more 

easi ly and susta inably was hampered by the ra rity of complete east/west 

connections. Transl ink  has often expressed how d ifficult they find it to serve 

this populous d istrict with so few through east/west a rteria ls. Absent the 

84th street l ink, congestion is a fact of l ife on 88th a nd 72nd street, the only 

east/west options in  the d istrict. A new parkway l ink at 84th would greatly 

improve th is situation. 
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GO Objective One 

Emphasize a lternative options to the car for movement: wa lk ing, b iking and transit, wh i le  

accommodating persona l  mobi l ity devices a nd motorized wheelcha i rs for popu lations  with 
mobi l ity cha l lenges. 

Strategies & Actions 

Strategy One: 

Fine Gra in  Movement System: Employ actions such as expanding existi ng lane systems, "venti ng" cul-de
sacs, and creating pedestrian connections to improve connectivity, especia l ly in the east-west d i rection .  

Supporting Actions & Policies: 
1. Complete the arterial grid: 76th, 80th, 84th, 152nd Streets and King 

George Boulevard should all be connected through streets. 

2. "Vent" cul-de-sacs to create permeable residential neighbourhoods to 
allow for easier access to commercial and/or work areas and community 
services (diagram below). 

3 .. Ensure that future laneway and pedestrian connection corridors are 
protected during development. Require a lane dedication when lots are 
re-developed. The lane will help move the driveway from arterial roads 
and can be used to service houses. 

4. Allow for lot consolidation and increased density to permit redevelopment 
where a new access route is provided (ex. vented cul-de-sacs and lanes). 

5 .  In strategic locations, prioritize the acquisition of existing lots to construct 
a laneway, while selling the remainder of the lot with a built-in increase in 
density to recover costs. 

image credit: Ron Wa/key 
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UPDATE POLICY at the STREET scale 
provided by the ENGINEERING department 

NEW POLICY at the DISTRICT scale provided 
by the PLANNING AND ENGINEERING 
departments 

NEW POLICY at the DISTRICT scale provided 
by the PLANNING AND ENGINEERING 
departments 

NEW POLICY at the DISTRICT scale provided 
by the PLANNING department 

NEW POLICY at the DISTRICT scale provided 
by the PLANNING AND ENGINEERING 
departments 

Fine grain connections: 
These diagrams show 
two potential strategies 
for creating pedestrian 
and cycling connections 
within existing residential 
neighbourhoods: 
1 .  Cul-de-sacs are "vented" 
as redevelopment occurs. 
2. New mid-block 
connections are created 
through density bonuses. 
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A Community of Paths 

A key transportation issue with in  the study s ite is the lack of route choices for movement, particu la rly 
in the east-west d i rection. In order to emphasize alternative options to the car, the charrette team 
prioritized creat ing more route choices for walking, cycl ing, and trans it. 

• . . . • 
········�---···· 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I • . .... . 

Prioritized pedestrian and bike network 

• · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  Pedestrian and bike network 

Alternative Movement Options 

This map shows additional alternative movement networks within the 
study site. These additional paths allow for easier walking and cycling 
access to neighbourhood destinations, 
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GO Objective Two 

Fac i l itate efficient and susta inable options for movement of goods. 

Strategies & Actions 

Strategy One: 

TRUCKING CORRIDORS: Co-locate appropriate businesses where possible, designate truck routes, and 
create a dedicated r ight-of-way for truck traffic to faci l itate an efficient goods movement system.  

Supporting Actions & Policies: 

1. Examine and coordinate uses within industrial parks. Work towards NEW STUDY at the DISTRICT scale provided 
locational efficiencies (i.e. reduce transportation costs of materials by co- by the PLANNING AND ECONOMIC 
locating businesses involved in the manufacturing of specific products) . DEVELOPMENT departments 

2. Designate some arterials as truck routes. NEW POLICY at the DISTRICT scale provided 
by the ENGINEERING department 

3. Dedicate a ROW for truck traffic on certain arterials. UPDATE POLICY at the DISTRICT scale 
provided by the ENGINEERING department 

Strategy Two: 

RAIL CORRIDORS: Protect and take advantage of the existing ra i l  corridors to faci l itate goods movement 
to and from the neighbourhood. The ra i l  l ine can a lso be used for passenger rai l  to br ing employees into 
the industria l  a rea. 

Supporting Actions & Policies: 

1. Ensure new commercial and industrial development incorporates the UPDATE POLICY atthe DISTRICTscale 
existing rail line into its design and function. provided bythePLANNING department 

2. Locate a rai l  l ine stop for passenger ra i l  in the established industrial area. NEW POLICYattheDISTRICT scale provided 
This l ine could be used for passengers in the daytime, and freight at night. byihe ENGINEERING department 
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Efficient Goods Movement 

The existi ng road and ra i l  i nfrastructure p lay a critica l role for the loca l and reg ional economy. These 

networks need to be better integ rated for the efficient movement of goods and services with in  a low
carbon, susta inable future economy. The charrette team emphasized better use of the street network 

and the existi ng rai l  l i ne to l i nk  major production s ites with appropriate desti nations . .  

image credit: Mary Wong 

Major Truck Route 

Secondary Truck Route 

• • • • • •  Rai l  

Sustainable Goods Movement 

This map shows major goods movement routes within the study area. 
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GO Objective Three 

Connect to major loca l, c ity wide a nd reg iona l  desti nations through an  interconnected loca l  

street a nd pathway system that accommodates a l l  modes of travel, whi le  prioritiz ing trans it and 

wa lking over ca r trips. 

Strategies & Actions 

Strategy One: 

FREQUENT TRANSIT: Designate major frequent transit corridors. 

Supporting Actions & Policies: 

1 .  Support and encourage rapid transit networks (bus, light rail and /or 
streetcar). 

2. Designate FrequentTransit Corridors in an updated OCP, where increased 
densities will be allocated. 

3. Link densification to public transit access on other corridors (ie - densify 
near public transit stops). 

4. Create a fine grain street network that provides shorter walking distances 
to transit. 
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NEW POLICY at the DISTRICT scale provided 
by the PLANNING AND ENGINEERING 
departments 

NEW OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN policy 
at the DISTRICT scale provided by the 
ENGINEERING departments 

NEW POLICY at the DISTRICT scale provided 
by the ENGINEERING department 

NEW POLICY at the DISTRICT scale provided 
by the PLANNING AND ENGINEERING 
departments 



Regional Transit Paths 

Publ ic transit plays a crucia l  role in  provid ing a lternative transportation options to residents. During 
the charrette, major arteria ls  in  the study a rea were logical ly chosen as major transit corridors. 
Channel l i ng densities a long these corridors and around transit stations wi l l  fac i l itate residents us ing 
a lternatives to the car. These transit corridors wi l l  i n  turn provide access to local, city wide, and 
reg ional destinations. 

I I I ' ·······1··· 
: : . . 

image credit: Mary Wong Transit Paths This map shows additional transit paths within the study site. 

Light rail 

Frequent transit network 

Conventional bus network 

Greened arterials 

Prioritized pedestrian and bike network 

Pedestrian and bike network 
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GO Objective Four 

I nteg rate land use a nd transportation des ign in order to decrease average trip length and  

veh ic le k i lometers trave led. 

Strategies & Actions 

Strategy One: 

TRANSIT SUPPORTIVE DENSITY: Identify specific h igh density Transit Vi l lages and Corridors. P rovide 
fac i l ities at these locations for increased transit access. 

Supporting Actions & Policies: 
1. Allocate higher density within walking distance (800ml of identified 

Transit Stations to adequately support FrequentTransit and District 
Energy. 

2. Support higher densities along future Transit Corridors. 

3. Locate businesses near transit. 

4. Provide bike facilities such as showers and convenient bicycle parking 
adjacent to major transit stops. 

5. Ensure public washrooms are available near major transit stops, especially 
for seniors and small children 
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NEW NEIGHBOURHOOD CONCEPT PLAN 
AND OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN policy 
at the DISTRICT scale provided by the 
PLANNING department 

NEW POLICYatthe DISTRICT scale provided 
by the PLANNING department 

NEW POLICY at the DISTRICT scale provided 
by the PLANNING department 

NEW POLICY at the PARCEL scale provided 
by the ENGINEERING AND PLANNING 
departments 

NEW POLICY at the PARCEL scale provided 
by the PLANNING department 

Transit Nodes: 
These diagrams show two 
potential strategies for 
creating transit nodes at 
major transit intersections. 

1 .  King George Boulevard 
at 72nd Avenue 

2. Fraser H ighway at 1 52nd 
Street. 



Communities on the Corridors 

Transit Corridors were chosen to accommodate new density in  the area. Major intersections of 
such corridors proved most appropriate for the h ighest levels of land use m ix and density. A careful 
mixture of uses and services at h ig her densities wi l l  capital ize on transit i nvestments in the corridors, 
whi le serving as desti nations for the wider area. H igh density Transit Vi l l ages wi l l  further i ncrease the 
viabi l ity of local bus inesses, d istrict energy systems, and publ ic amen ity i nvestments. 

image credit: Neda Roonia Transit Corridors 
This section shows additional density along major transit corridors 
within the study site. This additional density supports transit and 
contributes to a vibrant street life cJlong corridors such as King George 
and Fraser Highway. 
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GO Objective Five 

Locate com merc ia l, cu ltu ra l  a nd recreat ional  activities a nd jobs s ites where they can be best 

accessed on foot and/or via tra nsit. 

Strategies & Actions 

Strategy One: 

DISTRIBUTED PARKS: Uti l ize School Sites as centres for smal l-sca le Neighbourhood Vi l lages inc lud ing 

neighbourhood uses such as coffee shops, day cares, parks, recreational areas, and cu ltura l  centers. 

Supporting Actions & Policies: 

1 .  Protect existing school and park spaces as important local amenities. 

2. Expand community use of school faci l ities and park spaces. 

3. A l low for uses around school sites that support neighbourhood gathering 
and learning. 

.,.-" I - �, ,...--:'- � 
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image credit: Daniel Roehr 
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NEW POLICY at the PARCEL scale provided 
by the PLANNING department 

UPDATE POLICY at the PARCEL scale 
provided by the PARKS AND PLANNING 
departments 

NEW POLICY at the PARCEL scale provided 
by the PARKS AND PLANNING departments 

Distributed Gathering 
Places: 

This sketch shows a 
Neighbourhood Village 
centred around a school 
site (blue boxes on plan 
opposite page). The 
charrette team saw the 
opportunity to build upon 
the even distribution 
of school sites to create 
walkable Neighbourhood 
Villages for the surrounding 
residents. 



Distributed Amenities 

When key amen ities are located with in  wal king  d istance, dependence on the car is reduced .  G iven 

that school sites a re located evenly and regu lar ly at the center of residential neighborhoods, the 

charrette team co-located other important public and commercial faci l ities nearby. In t ime this wil l 
enhance convenience and reduce dependence on the car. 

Distributed Parks, Commercial, and Cultural Spaces. 

This plan shows parks (green), commercial (red) and cultural. (blue) 
activities distributed throughout neighbourhoods. A key part of this 
strategy is to create neighbourhood hubs around school sites (blue 
buildings within green spaces). 
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GO Objective Six 

Provide a va riety of safe and comfortable active transportation a lternatives that fac i l itate 

recreationa l  a s  wel l  as pu rposefu l movement. 

Strategies & Actions 

Strategy One: 

ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION: Encourage more susta inable transportation modes by making existing routes 
safer and more comfortable, and expanding the number of routes. 

Supporting Actions & Policies: 
1. Support the City's current Walking Plan. UPDATE POLICY at the DISTRICT scale 

provided by the PLANNING department 

2. Support the City's current Cycling Plan. UPDATE POLICY at the DISTRICT scale 
provided by the PLANNING department 

3. Over time, through re-development, build a lane system to avoid UPDATE POLICY at the PARCEL scale 

driveways crossing sidewalks. provided by the PLANNING AND 
ENGINEERING departments 

4. Widen existing pedestrian pathways where feasible NEW POLICY at the STREET scale provided 
by the ENGINEERING department 

5 .  Designate bike lanes on Neighbourhood Corridors. NEW POLICY at the STREET scale provided 
by the ENGINEE�lNG department 

6. Complete the existing bike network. UPDATE POLICY at the STREET scale 
provided by the ENGINEERING department 

Strategy Two: 

GREEN ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION ROUTES: Create a network of interconnected green pathways for 
biking and walking, inc luding riparian corridors and the Hydro rights-of-way. 

Supporting Actions & Policies: 
1. Create additional pathways for biking and walking along riparian zones. UPDATE POLICY at the DISTRICT 

scale provided by the PLANNING AND 
ENGINEERING departments 

2. Allow for expanded and shared use of the existing green networks. UPDATE POLICY at the DISTRICT scale 
provided by the PLANNING department 

3 .  Study appropriate places for implementing pedestrian only streets. NEW STUDY at the DISTRICT scale provided 
by the PLANNING department 
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Complete a Green Grid 

The qual ity of the publ ic rea lm is critical to the overa l l  wa lkabi l ity of an area. The charrette team 
located a lternative pathways for cyc l ing and walk ing a long Bear Creek and adjacent r iparian 
corridors. They a lso decided to emphasize strategies for making existi ng streets safer and more 
amenable to non-motorists of a l l  ages. 

.. 
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GO Objective Seven 

Create complete streets for a l l  popu lations, whi le enhancing street qua l ity in order to make 

them attractive and safe for different transportation modes. 

Strategies & Actions 

Strategy One: 

COMPLETE STREETS: The road section should supporte the functioning of adjacent land uses and should 
faci l itate a lternative movement options such as wal king and cycl ing .  

Supporting Actions & Policies: 

1. Revise existing street plans to allow for greater shared space and active UPDATE POLICY at the STREET scale 

uses within these areas, creating 'complete streets'. provided by the ENGINEERING department 

2. Revisit local street standards (width and uses, see Appendix 01 for more UPDATE POLICY at the STREET scale 

details). provided by the ENGINEERING department 

3. Develop a 'road diet' strategy for appropriate streets- reduce 4 lanes to 2 NEW STUDY at the STREET scale provided by 

with bike lane. the ENGINEERING department 

4. Always apply new road standards with re-development, even if there is an NEW POLICY at the STREET scale provided 

existing curb or sidewalk. by the ENGINEERING department 

Strategy Two: 

REDUCE PARKING: Reduce parking requ i rements, particu lar ly near Frequent Transit Networks. 

Supporting Actions & Policies: 

1. Secure 'off-site' parking space in densifying neighbourhoods as an interim NEW POLICY at the DISTRICT scale provided 

strategy until transit is provided. by the PLANNING department 

2. Revisit RF-9 and RF-12 in terms of parking, addressing: parking issues in UPDATE ZONING at the PARCEL scale 

laneways, use of parking for storage, lack of permeable area, no visitor parking . . provided by the PLANNING department 

3. Develop a plan for preferred parking areas for zip-cars, car-pooling, etc. NEW POLICY at the DISTRICT scale provided 
by the PLANNING AND ENGINEERING 
departments 

4. Expand paid parking in Transit and Urban Village areas. NEW POLICY at the DISTRICT scale provided 
by the PLANNING department 

5 .  Employ similar strategy as Surrey City Center in Transit Villages, where UPDATE POLICY at the DISTRICT 

parking requirements are reduced by 25%. scale provided by the PLANNING ANO 
ENGINEERING departments 

6. As large strip commercial re-develops, replace surface parking with NEW POLICY at the DISTRICT scale provided 

structured or underground, paid parking. by the PLANNING ANO ENGINEERING 
departments 
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Streets for Everyone 

Streets are the most important element of the publ ic rea lm.  Streets and corridors a re not only 
for cars and movement, but a lso serve as places for people. To be successfu l publ ic spaces, they 
require carefu l i ntegration with su rrounding land uses. This need is further ampl ified as major re-. 
development occu rs a long major corridors and arterials. The Charrette envisioned more 'complete 
streets; wh ich ded icate more space to walking biking and transit than is presently the case. 

car 

image credit: Neda Roonia Complete Streets 

New streets dedicate more space to active transportation, green 
infrastructure, and active street l ife . . 
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GO Objective Eight 

Provide supportive infrastructure and end-of-tr ip fac i l ities for a lternative modes of 

transportation, such as showers, b ike fac i l it ies, and restrooms in private and publ ic  bu i ld ings 

and spaces, and provide options for car  sharing and ca r pods. 

Strategies & Actions 

Strategy One: 

SUPPORT CYCLING: Faci l itate bik ing, especial ly i n  major vi l lages and corridors. 

Supporting Actions & Pol icies: 

1. Implement the Cycling Plan, and associated zoning changes. 

2. Facilitate a bike share program in Transit and Urban Villages. 

3. Create bike share lots on the periphery ofTransit Villages - Park and Bike. 

4. Require dedicated bike facilities in villages,such as shelters at major transit 
stops. 

Strategy Two: 

ELECTRIC CAPABIL ITY: Tie e lectric modes into nodes and transit corridors. 

Supporting Actions & Policies: 

1. Build upon Surrey's recent success in securing funding to build electric 
vehicle charging stations in 14 civic facilities by extending this program to 
additional facilties and building types. 

2. Create policy around providing electric vehicle charging in public and 
private sector commercial buildings. 

3 .  Develop policy on defining where to promote additional electric charging 
stations, such as recent bylaw amendments requiring Type Il l charging 
stations at all new gas stations. 
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UPDATE ZONING at the DISTRICT 
scale provided by the PLANNING AND 
ENGINEERING departments 

NEW POLICY at the DISTRICT scale provided 
by the PLANNING AND ENGINEERING 
departments 

NEW POLICY at the PARCEL scale provided 
by the PLANNING AND ENGINEERING 
departments 

NEW POLICY at the DISTRICT scale provided 
by the PLANNING AND ENGINEERING 
departments 

UPDATE POLICY at the DISTRICT 
scale provided by the PLANNING AND 
ENGINEERING departments 

NEW POLICY at the DISTRICT scale provided 
by the PLANNING AND ENGINEERING 
departments 

NEW POLICY at the DISTRICT scale provided 
by the PLANNING AND ENGINEERING 
departments 



Compelling Destinations 

Around Vi l l ages and Trans it Corridors, a two pronged approach of reducing requ i red parking coupled 
with better cyc l ing and transit faci l ities wi l l  i ncent a lternative and more susta inable transportation 
choices. These areas could a lso provide new electrical chargers and other faci l ities for smal ler 
electrical mobi l ity devices, particularly as the mobi l ity needs of an  aging popu lation· change . 

..----------J... _____ __.� 

image credit: Neda Roonia 

________ _, 

Infrastructure for Alternative Transportation 

Less space for parking and more space for small electric vehicles, 
bicycles, and people will encourage residents to choose transportation 
options other than the private automobile. 
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WORK: Employment Strategies for Sensitive Urban Infill 

Surrey was once a bedroom community. No more. The City now has a lmost as many jobs 

as workers, and wi l l  l i kely h it a balance soon, assuming the City can be accommodating. 

Fortunately, the study a rea a l ready has large employment sites, notably the ra i l  served industrial 

a rea at King George Bou levard and 76th avenue. A second sign ificant employment a rea exists 

a long Fraser H ighway between 1 59th and 1 88th streets. It should a lso be noted that th is a rea, 

and other city a reas l ike it, provides a lot of jobs that a re not immediately obvious, particularly 

those associated with loca l schools and local commercia l  service providers. The cha l lenge, 

however, was to come up  with an additional 23,000 jobs with in th is a l ready bu i lt up a rea. 

The problem seemed daunti ng at fi rst; but on closer examination the team found that the 

study a rea i ncludes many zones where job density can be increased. Two ma in strateg ies for 

increasing jobs were chosen. The fi rst was to maximize the number of commercia l and office 

jobs located a long the Fraser H ighway and King George Bou levard transit corridors. For the sake 

of th is project we assumed that a l l  new mixed use construction along these corridors wou ld 

provide at least one floor of either commercia l  or  office jobs. This genera l  support for m ixed-

use does not s ignify a proh ibition on single use office projects for cl ients who demand them, 

only that i n genera l the corridors a re mixed-use and that a reasonable percentage of the floor 

space, rough ly 25% in our estimates, wi l l  be space producing jobs. The second was to p rovide 

pol icies designed to increase the i ntensity of jobs in existi ng jobs a reas. Existing jobs sites often 

produce fewer jobs than is optimal, ded icated as they often a re to low intensity warehousing 

and sh ipping functions. A city strategy to gradua l ly improve the physical settings for industry by 

enhancing road, park, and natural open space amenities wi l l  help attract entrepreneurs looking 

for fi rst class space. The introduction of l ight ra i l  a long King George wi l l  d ramatical ly change the 

regional profi le for th is a rea. The c ity should be ready to capita l ize on this change. Also, the city 

can encourage additiona l  jobs by instituting pol icies to accommodate two story or even hybrid 

office/industrial structu res, in specia l  "h igh intensity" industrial zones. 
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WORK Objective One 

Support and promote loca l employment by incorporating strateg ies for a ba lance of one loca l 

job for every dwel l i ng  un it. 

Strateg ies & Actions 

Strategy One: 

EXPAND EMPLOYMENT: Expand the definition of employment and employment lands to a l low for a 
d iversity of job-creating spaces. 

Supporting Actions & Policies: I 
1. Change zoning to allow for employment within neighbourhoods to UPDATE ZONING at the DISTRICT scale 

support uses such as day cares, education centres, health services, and provided by the PLANNING department 

learning services. 
2. Within existing park spaces and school sites, create destinations and UPDATE ZONING at the PARCEL scale 

enhance recreational employment opportunities (eg. Bike rental, provided by the PLANNING AND PARKS 

restaurant, weddings, eco-tourism, etc). departments 

3. Loosen the current guidelines for commercial space in the catchment of UPDATE ZONING at the DISTRICT scale 

Neighbourhood Villages to allow for uses such as coffee shops and grocery provided by the PLANNING department 

stores. 

Strategy Two: 

FLEXIBLE EMPLOYMENT: Be more flu id and flexible to enable employment opportunities, wh ich arise 
from chang ing economic envi ronment. 

Supporting Actions & Policies: I 
I 

1. Require flexible building design that allows for easy retrofitting, NEW DESIGN GUIDELINES at the PARCEL 

particularly in industrial areas. scale provided by the PLANNING department 

2. Permit a more flexible density in employment areas, especially if uses UPDATE ZONING at the DISTRICT scale 

include community services and non-profit work. provided by the PLANNING department 

3 .  Define "Flex" spaces, in order to accommodate different uses within a NEW ZONING at the PARCEL scale provided 

flexible bui lding envelope. Uses can include: commercial, service, office, by the PLANNING department 

light industry, other home business, and/or residential. 
4. Study the appropriate level of "lndustrial Activity" for flex spaces, such as NEW STUDY at the PARCEL scale provided by 

light-impact, small-scale manufacturing. the PLANNING department 

5 .  Where flex development along arterials is identified, adding on-street NEW POLICY at the PARCEL scale provided 

parking will be examined on a site-specific basis only. by the PLANNING AND ENGINEERING 
departments 
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Jobs Close to Home 

The natu re of urban economies in the developed world is changing, requ i ring a reth ink ing of 
industrial, commercia l and service oriented job spaces and related activities. The City of Surrey, with 
its d iverse popu lation, is a l ready experiencing some of these shifts. The chal lenge wi l l  be to effectively 
uti l ize land, whi le accommodating various types of employment in  appropriate job spaces. 

New employment opportunities 

Urban villages and Transit Corridors, such as Fraser highway (above) can accommodate a large 
number of commercial and office related service jobs below new residential units in high density 
mixed-use buildings. Major institutions such as hospitals, schools and community centers can 
accommodate further jobs as population increases in the area. New communication technologies 
make home-based work more viable, especially in areas close to services and transit. 
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WORK Objective Two 

Provide support for a fu l l  range of local employment opportun ities, especia l ly g reen businesses, 

and encourage green business practices. Encourage d iverse employment opportunit ies in a reas 

with h igh concentration of immigrants, visib le minorities and vul nerable popu lations. 

Strategies & Actions 

Strategy One: 

INDUSTRIAL EFF IC IENCY: Preserve and support existi ng industrial areas, whi le a l lowing for g reater 
intensity and flexib i l ity of uses with in these a reas. 

Supporting Actions & Policies: I I 
1. Support and encourage value-added intensification, and densification of UPDATE ZONING at the DISTRICT scale 

the existing industrial area near the interurban railroad. provided by the PLANNING department 

2. Enhance and protect existing industrial areas without housing, and UPDATE ZONING at the DISTRICT scale 
promote 24-hour use (eg. three 8-hour shifts). provided by the PLANNING department 

3. Restrict residential-only development in industrial areas to keep land UPDATE POLICY at the DISTRICT scale 
values affordable for industry. provided by the PLANNING department 

4. Redefine the industrial designation of the East Newton Industrial area to UPDATE ZONING at the DISTRICT scale 
allow for more diverse business uses while restricting purely commercial provided by the PLANNING department 
uses. 

Strategy Two: 

CULTURAL EMPLOYMENT: Be more fluid and flexible to enable employment opportun ities, which arise 
from changing economic environment. 

Supporting Actions & Policies: ! 
1. Create a new Comprehensive Development Zone for the activities around NEW ZONINGat the DISTRICT scale provided 

the Punjabi market/Little India village. by the PLANNING department 

2. Encourage use of the of the revived interurban rail line and/or the NEW POLICYatthe DISTRICTscale provided 
proposed King George Highway light rail line to bring passengers into the bythe PLANNING department 
Little India village. 
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Employment Diversity 

The City of Surrey's increas ing ly diverse population requ i res a d iverse economy. Th is necessitates a 
changing in  the understand ing of work, employment space, and activities that susta in local cultural 
groups. The employment lands within the study area need to accommodate this chang ing economic 
landscape more efficiently. 
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Multi-storey Industrial Buildings 

1-2 storey Industrial Buildings 

Mid Rise Mixed Use Buildings 

1-4 storey Mixed Use Buildings 

Civic Buildings 

Green Space 

Industrial character 

The strategic location of the industrial lands close to King George Boulevard 
allows for a rethinking of the nature of these lands, Gradual densification 
along the transit corridor combined with intensification of economic activity 
within these lands can be conducive to the formation of an Eco-industrial 
park, The industrial park can provide a centralized heat exchange system 
between heat producing industrial lands and heat using resi.dential areas, A 
broader definition of"industrial" can stimulate cultural - commercial activity 
such as the Punjabi market, office space above industrial space, and even 
some residential use, while maintaining the overal l industrial _character and 
integrity of the area, 
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WORK Objective Three 

Protect, i ntensify, and  ma inta i n  employment l and efficiently. Promote the co-location or 

c luster ing of a ra nge of a ppropriate busi nesses and persona l  services that support com pact 

and com plete e mployment a reas whi le reduc ing the need for u n necessa ry car or truck trips to 

access these services. 

Strateg ies & Actions: 

Strategy One: 

EFF IC I ENT EMPLOYMENT: Be more efficient with exist ing land. 

Supporting Actions & Policies: I 
1. Allow flexible live/work spaces along arterials with lanes at rear (uses can NEW ZONINGat the DISTRICT scale provided 

include commercial, office, services, light-industrial). bythePLANNING department 

2. Encourage the vertical expansion of industrial lands, by introducing new NEW DESIGN GUIDELINESatthe PARCEL 

buildings appropriate for new industrial uses. scale providedbythePLANNING department 

Strategy Two: 

CLUSTERED EMPLOYMENT: Promote clustering  of employment and mixed-use areas with shared 
infrastructu re. 

Supporting Actions & Policies: I 
I 

1. Develop policy on 'Employment Density Areas' for each of the Village NEW POLICY at the PARCEL scale provided 

types (Transit, Urban, Neighbourhood) to identify the appropriate level of by the PLANNING department 

employment and commercial activity for each type. 
2. Support the co-locatation of mutually-supportive businesses. NEW ZONING at the DISTRICT scale provided 

by the PLANNING department 

3. Support and provide economic development tools and networks that NEW POLICY at the DISTRICT scale 

encourage communication and synergy between businesses. provided by the PLANNING ANO ECONOMIC 
DEVELOPMENT departments 
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Efficient Work Spaces 

The Charrette team explored various strategies and design options for new types of economic activity 
with in the study a rea. It became clear that a variety of work activities are occurring at d ifferent 
scales and sites with in  the a rea, from s ing le fami ly detached housing to major trans it corridors and 
commercial developments. A more respons ive management and regu lation of such activities wi l l  be 
esseotiaL to tbe continued viabi l ity of this emerg ing local economy. 
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Front porches can 
become storefronts 
over time 

Efficient employment 

Transit Corridors can accommodate 
,innovative buildings with flex 
spaces for loca l ly oriented work and 
cultural activities. Services such as 
community learning, beauty salons, 
accountants, convenience stores, 
and fruits and vegetable vendors 
can locate within new building 
types. These buildings require 
minimal lot consolidation and 
can be re-configured for a variety 
of uses. Residential space can be 
provided above these spaces and 
along the lane. 
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WORK Objective Four 

Protect the i ntegrity of the agricu ltura l  l and reserve (ALR) in Surrey, as wel l  as industria l  a reas that 

support food production, employment, agro-bus iness services and agro.:.tou rism that contr ibute 

to the loca l economy. 

Strateg ies & Actions 

Strategy One: 

DIVERSE AGRICULTURE: Encourage and support incubator farms on unused portions of the ALR and 
expand the local agro-busi ness. 

Supporting Actions & Policies: I 
1. Allow incubator farm opportunities in parks within the Agricultural Land NEW POLICY at the DISTRICT scale provided 

Reserve. by the PLANNING ANO PARKS departments 

2. Develop edge conditions along the Agricultural Land Reserve which NEW ZONING at the DISTRICT scale provided 

support farming (eg. Farm markets). by the PLANNING department 

3. Support farm tours for agro-tourism. NEW POLICY at the DISTRICT scale 
provided by the ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
department 

4. Change zoning to permit farmers markets at strategic locations. UPDATE POLICY at the DISTRICT scale 
provided by the PLANNING department 

Strategy Two: 

SMALL SCALE AGRICULTURE: Encourage and support small scale agro-businesses. 

Supporting Actions & Policies: 
1. Engage with educational institutions to mentor start-up farms. NEW POLICY at the DISTRICT scale 

provided by the ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
department 

2. Relax zoning to allow for utilization of backyards in single-family areas for UPDATE ZONING atthe PARCEL scale 

small agro-businesses and farming. provided by the PLANNING ANO 
ENGINEERING departments 

3 .  Support market gardens (allotments) along the Hydro ROW, and other UPDATE ZONING at the DISTRICT scale 

under-utilized land, including city-owned. provided by the PLANNING ANO PARKS 
departments 

4. Ensure all scales of farms have easy access to processing and sales NEW POLICY at the DISTRICT scale 

opportunities, such as canning facilities and farmers markets. provided by the PLANNING ANO ECONOMIC 
DEVELOPMENT departments 

5. City of Surrey partners with larger farms to arrange for equipment NEW POLICY at the DISTRICT scale 

borrowing. provided by the ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
department 
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Local Food 

Loca l food production contributes to a smal ler ecologica l  footprint for the commun ity, and enhances 
the res i l iency of the local economy and food systems. Many community based Jobs can g row out of 
the production, processing, and sale of these products. Promote "working  g reen" areas, includ ing 
consol idated backyard g rowing opportun ities, start-up incubator farms, and for-profit commun ity 
al lotments along the Hydro ROW. 

Diverse Food Production 

A diverse system of local food production supports growers at all scales 
and provides space for processing and sales of local food products. 
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WORK Objective Five 

Encourage the use of g reen bu i ld ing practices i n  new construction as wel l  as the retrofit of 

exist ing bu i ld ings. 

Strateg ies & Actions 

Strategy One: 

ECO- INDUSTRIAL: Support the creation and evolution of an eco-industrial area using g reen development 
practices. 

Supporting Actions & Policies: I 
I 
I 

1. Identify specific advantages of creating an eco-industrial park. NEW STUDY at the DISTRICT scale provided 
by the PLANNING AND SUSTAINABILITY 
departments 

2. Support and encourage value-added intensification and densification of NEW ZONING at the DISTRICT scale provided 

the existing industrial area. by the PLANNING department 

3. Identify a communal recycling and composting area to be used by the NEW STUDY at the PARCEL scale provided by 

industrial park and work with local companies to set it up. the PLANNING department 

Strategy Two: 

ENERGY EFFICIENT BUILDINGS: Ensure a l l  new bu i ld ings are energy efficient. 

Supporting Actions & Policies: I 

1. Require new developments in District Energy supply areas to be NEW POLICY at the DISTRICT scale provided 

compatible with District Energy as condition of rezoning. by the SUSTAINABILITY department 

2. Orient higher density lots for solar access. NEW POLICY at the PARCEL scale provided 
by the PLANNING department 

3. Review existing land development requirements to ensure infrastructure NEW POLICY at the DISTRICT scale provided 

requires less energy and resources to build and maintain. by the PLANNING ANO ENGINEERING 
departments 

4. Develop energy efficient Design Guidelines (for example, encourage NEW DESIGN GUIDELINE at the PARCEL scale 

passive solar design for low density developments). provided by the PLANNING department 

5. Provide density bonusing policy to incentivise higher energy performance NEW POLICY at the PARCEL scale provided 

standards than required by BC Building code. by the PLANNING department 

6. Develop a city-wide policy to adopt a solar hot water ready bylaw as a NEW BYLAW at the PARCEL scale provided 

building code add on. by the PLANNING, ENGINEERING, 
SUSTAINABILITY departments 

7. Require a solar orientation study of building and tree placement for NEW BYLAW at the PARCEL scale provided 

development permit. by the PLANNING department 

8. Create incentives for household efficiency and create education NEW INCENTIVE at the PARCEL scale provided 

campaigns for improved efficiencies of appliances, lights, etc. by the SUSTAINABILITY department 
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Green Buildings 

Through adoption of g reen bu i ld ing practices, Surrey can contribute to the creation of a local 'g reen 
jobs' industry wh i le  a lso increas ing the susta inabi l ity of  the area. Industrial l ands  create particu lar 
opportun ities for intentiona l  co-location and c l uster ing of'green' industries. 

LEGEND 

1111 Multi-storey Industrial Buildings 

1111 1-2 storey Industrial Buildings 

1111 Mid Rise Mixed Use Buildings 

1111 1-4 storey Mixed Use Buildings 

1111 Civic Buildings 

1111 Green Space 
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Eco-Industrial Area 

Over time the industrial area transforms into an Eco
Industrial area where waste and pollution a re reduced. A 
new District Energy system supplies renewable energy to 
surrounding buildings. New and retrofitted Green Bui ldings 
are more energy efficient, and new green spaces provide 
amenity and natural sto'rmwater treatment. Waste is further 
reduced through communal recycling and composting 
facil ities. 
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WORK Objective Six 

Provide lea rn ing a nd tra i n i ng opportun ities a nd fac i l it ies for youth, whi le encourag ing 
l ife long learn ing and development for a l l  cit izens and a l l  ages. 

Strategies & Actions 

Strategy One: 

EXTENDED LEARNING: Promote extended learning by integrat ing schools, i n stitutions, parks, re l ig ious 
bu i ld ings, cu ltural centers, and learn ing for a l l  ages in  the Commun ity Learn ing Centres. 

Supporting Actions & Policies: I 
1. Support the development of Neighbourhood Villages as "Community NEW ZONING at the DISTRICT scale provided 

Learning Centers;' which offer a variety of community services including by the PLANNING department 

work opportunities for not-for-profit businesses, social enterprises, and 
learning opportunities for skills-development. 

2. Undertake a review of school sites and surrounding blocks to determine NEW STUDY at the DISTRICT scale provided 

where infill and re-zoning should take place. by the PLANNING department 

3. Support and encourage social programming for youth and services in the NEW PROGRAM at the DISTRICT scale 

study area. provided by the PLANNING department 

4. Encourage learning opportunities and skills training with incubator farms NEW PROGRAM at the DISTRICT scale 

and the eco-industrial network. provided by the ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
department 
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Community Learning 

A rapid ly changing world economy means that learn ing never stops. Cities can p lay an important ro le 
by foster ing learn ing in  their communities, through more effective use of their existing fac i l ities and 

resources and a del iberate pol icy around learning opportun ities for al l .  

image credit: Daniel Roehr · Community Learning Centres 
Neighbourhood Villages serve as "Community Learning Centres"where 
residents of all ages can participate in educational and recreational 
activities. These could include: food production, fitness and dance 
classes, arts and culture, local markets, local groceries, seniors and child 
care, and/or bicycle repair shops. 
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WORK Objective Seven 

Fac i l itate the development of soc ia l  enterprises and non-profit organ izations. 

Strateg ies & Actions 

Strategy One: 

AFFORDABLE EMPLOYMENT: Provide affordable start-up business spaces. 

Supporting Actions & Policies: 

1. Expand the current 'community service use' policy adjacent to 
Neighbourhood and Urban Villages to allow for multiple uses of these 
spaces. Additional uses could include: garden plots, non-profit space and 
small enterprise incubator spaces. 

2. Provide opportunity for start-up for profit and non-profit models (mixed 
employment uses) or hubs near transit stations. 

3. Provide inexpensive, shared communal office spaces which are accessibl,e 
and decentralized. 

4. In City owned spaces, allow social service partners and non-profits to rent 
space cheaply. 

5. Authorize Surrey City Development Corporation to purchase units for the 
use of specific social services groups. 
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UPDATE POLICY at the PARCEL scale 
provided by the PLANNING department 

NEW POLICY at the PARCEL scale provided 
by the PLANNING department 

NEW POLICY at the PARCEL scale provided 
by the PLANNING department 

NEW POLICY at the PARCEL scale provided 
by the PLANNING AND PARKS departments 

NEW POLICY at the PARCEL scale provided 
by the PLANNING department 
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Affordable Work Spaces 

The charrette team explored innovative options for job creation and business incubation. They 
proposed pol icies and bu i ld ing regu lations that would incent smal ler scale start up businesses, 
increase the resi l iency of the local economy, and a l low for easy expansion, a l l  without the need for 
expensive space. 
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Affordable spaces 

In order to provide affordable and flexible work space for the local 
community, new developments a long secondary transit corridors 
corridors can be created by consolidating a smal l  number of lots (2 to 6 
lots) appropriate for small scale affordable wood frame development. 
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WORK Objective Eight 

Provide l ive/work opportun ities with i n  th is  area. 

Strateg ies & Actions 

Strategy One: 

WORK AT HOME: Support the expansion of existi ng s ingle fami ly dwel l i ngs to accommodate additional 
home-based business opportunities. 

Supporting Actions & Policies: i I 
1. Allow for the expansion and retrofit of single family houses (eg. reducing UPDATE ZONING at the PARCEL scale 

front yard setbacks and increasing lot-coverage) to accommodate home- provided by the PLANNING department 

based businesses. 
2. Adjust home-based business regulations to allow for greater UPDATE ZONING at the PARCEL scale 

opportunities within residential zones. provided by the PLANNING department 

3. Work with the Provincial Government to discuss changes to the BC UPDATE CODE at the PARCEL scale provided 

Building Code to accommodate increases in home based businesses by the PLANNING department 

and to reduce code standards for these smaller businesses (i.e. not a 
commercial building code standard). 

4. Limit the number of home-based businesses allowed in cul-de-sacs to UPDATE ZONING ANO POLICY at the PARCEL 

reduce parking conflicts until another appropriate solution is found. scale provided by the PLANNING ANO 
ENGINEERING departments 

5 .  Support home-based businesses with distributed commercial spaces in NEW ZONING atthe PARCEL scale provided 

Neighbourhood and Urban Villages that provide services such as cppy by the PLANNING department 

shops or coffee shops for meetings. 
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Work at Home 

An increasing number of people a re engaged in new work arrangements such as telecommuting, 
se lf-employment, and home-based businesses. Dur ing the charrette, the chal lenges and 
opportunities of such new work practices were discussed. For example, these new work types reduce 
commute time, whi le pos ing parking chal lenges on the local streets. Carefu l regu lation of these 
home-based practices can mediate potential problems while fostering a local economy. 
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image credit: Ron Walkey Home based businesses 

A changing economy means changing jobs. Surrey is seeing more self 
employme·nt and home based businesses as a result. Changes in land 
use policies can enhance entrepreneurial opportunity and accomodate 
these trends. 
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the watershed. Cur.rently, 
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GREEN Objective One 

Protect, conserve a nd en ha nce parkla nd, the natu ra l environment a nd b iod ivers ity such as fish 

bea ring streams, wi ld l ife corridors, hab itat h u bs and natura l r ipar ian systems. 

Strateg ies & Action s 

Strategy One: 

I NCREASE R IPARIAN CORRIDORS: I ncrease the width of riparian corridors where they a re too narrow to 
support ecological function ing. 

1.  Acquire parcels in strategic locations where riparian corridors are too 
narrow to sufficiently protect ecological functioning. 

2. Develop policies to augment riparian setbacks adjacent to stream corridors. 

Strategy Two: 

NE IGHBOURHOOD POCKET PARKS: Implement neighbourhood pocket parks 
Supporting Actions & Policies: 

1. Increase pocket parks as needed through strategic purchase of adjacent 
land 

2. Include amenity spaces within multi-family developments. 

3 .  Extend Surrey's current pocket park policy (from City Centre) into this area. 

4. Increase shared outdoor spaces in "work" areas by requiring green spaces 
as part of commercial and industrial development. 

Strategy Three: 

NEW POLICY at the PARCEL scale provided 
by the PLANNING AND PARKS departments 

NEW POLICY at the PARCEL scale provided 
by the PLANNING AND PARKS departments 

NEW POLICY at the DISTRICT scale provided 
by the PLANNING AND PARKS departments 

NEW POLICY at the PARCEL scale provided 
by the PLANNING AND PARKS departments 

UPDATE POLICY at the DISTRICT scale 
provided by the PLANNING AND PARKS 
departments 

NEW POLICY at the PARCEL scale provided 
by the PLANNING AND PARKS departments 

NEW STREAM CROSSI NGS: Fund and develop pedestrian and bike bridges over streams that provide 
access to natu re in a manner respectfu l to riparian protection .  

Supporting Actions & Policies: 

1. Add pedestrian and cycling bridges on the arterial grid where road 
connections are not possible. 

2. Require clear span crossings on future road upgrades and refer to 
subdivision servicing guidelines for important ecological connections. 
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NEW POLICY at the STREET scale provided 
by the PLANNING, ENGINEERING, AND 
PARKS departments 

NEW POLICY at the DISTRICT scale provided 
by the PLANNING AND ENGINEERING 
departments 



New green spaces 

Accommodating a doubled population in a fixed a rea should not imply d ramatica l ly  lower levels  
of access to green space and amenity. The key is to increase access to existing green spaces whi le 
creating a variety of additional parks d istributed across the study area. 

LEGEND 

- New park lands 

New parks 

The plan above identifies new or altered roads in white and new park 
space in green. While acquiring new park space in already built up areas 
is difficult there are opportunities, particularly along stream corridors. 
By strategically targeting density bonuses to key areas, it should be 
possible to acquire, over time, enhanced public visibility and access to 
natural areas. Funds for acquisition can come from development cost 
charges associated with the additional 30,000 units assumed in this 
plan. 
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GREEN Objective Two 

Protect and  enhance Surrey's g rou ndwater and aquatic ecosystemsth rough  g reen 

infrastructu re and el im inate the negative conseq uences of stormwater run-off on receiving 

strea ms. 

Strategies & Actions 

Strategy One: 

R IPARIAN SETBACKS: Augment riparian setbacks along watercourses throughout the study site, with a 
particular focus on ach ieving wider riparian setbacks and publ ic amenity i n  s ing le fami ly areas adjacent 
to riparian areas. 

Supporting Actions & Policies: 

1. Assign and update the Land Development Guidelines for riparian setbacks NEW GUIDELINE at the PARCEL scale 

to Engineering-Environmental requirements. provided by the PLANNING ANO 
ENGINEERING departments 

2. Create a land use mechanism such as a Development Permit Area NEW ZONING at the DISTRICT scale provided 

(environmental) for single family areas adjacent to riparian areas in order by the PLANNING department 

to augment riparian setbacks. 
3. Adjust Development Permit Guidelines to augment riparian setbacks in UPDATE GUIDELINES at the PARCEL scale 

areas other than single family residential areas. provided by the PLANNING ANO PARKS 
departments 

4. Implement Riparian Area Development Permit regulations based on NEW POLICY at the PARCEL scale provided 

enhanced Land Development Guideline standards to reclaim private lot · by the PLANNING ANO PARKS departments 

areas intruding into riparian areas. 

Strategy Two: 

SITE INF ILTRATION: Requ i re on-site biofi ltration and treatment with re-development. 

Supporting Actions & Policies: 

1. Enhance the OCP Development Permit Guidelines and the Zoning Bylaw 
for Industrial/Commercial/Business Park zones to enable enhanced 
outdoor amenity space provision, tree canopy protection, on-site storm 
water management and site permeability. 

2. Create new low-impact development and drainage requirements for infill 
development. 
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UPDATE GUIDELINES at the DISTRICT scale 
provided by the PLANNING ANO PARKS 
departments 

NEW POLICY at the PARCEL scale provided 
by the PLANNING department 



Face the Green 

A key s ignature of the study site is the network of stream systems runn ing through it. Cu rrently, 
development faces away from the stream corridors and often pol l utes the streams through 
stormwater run-off. The charrette team used redevelopment as an  opportun ity to "face the g reen" 
within the study s ite. 
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Face the Green 

As infill occurs within the neighbourhood, use the additional 
development revenue to augment riparian setbacks along the site's 
stream corridors. These lands can be used to enhance the aquatic 
ecosystem, and can also provide additional recreational space for the 
area's residents. 
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GREEN Objective Three 

Mai nta in  and  enhance the existing tree ca nopy, inc lud ing the u rban forest, street trees a nd 

trees on private la nd .  

Strategies & Actions 

Strategy One: 

URBAN FOREST: Increase the Urban Forest by increasing the number of trees on publ ic and private land. 

Supporting Actions & Policies: 

1. Adopt a tree canopy coverage target for the city informed by a detailed NEW STUDY at the DISTRICT scale provided 

tree canopy study. by the PLANNING ANO PARKS departments 

2. Develop on-site design guidelines for tree coverage perc;:entages for all NEW GUIDELINE at the PARCEL scale 

zones. provided by the PLANNING department 

3. Develop requirements to maintain native soil depths and soil profiles to NEW GUIDELINE at the PARCEL scale 

ensure health of urban forest. provided by the PLANNING department 

4. Enhance tree protection bylaw areas, increase and enforce penalties and UPDATE BYLAW at the PARCEL scale 

fees. provided by the PLANNING department 

5. Create 'Parking Lot Design Guidelines' to require a percentage of tree NEW GUIOELINEat the PARCEL scale 

canopy coverage on surface parking lots. provided by the PLANNING department 

6. Enhance school ground tree canopy coverage percentage. UPDATE POLICY at the PARCEL scale 
provided by the PLANNING department 

7. Develop plans for planting and succession enhancement of un-forested NEW POLICY at the DISTRICT scale provided 

parks and natural spaces. by the PARKS department 

Strategy Two: 

GREEN STREETS: Create "Green" Streets 

Supporting Actions & Policies: 

1. Amend Engineering Design Guidelines for roads to include green streets. UPDATE GUIDELINE at the PARCEL scale 

Update Engineering R91 Road Network Allowance Plans as necessary. provided by the ENGINEERING department 

2. Establish and implement a Green Street Network Plan, identifying priority NEW PLAN at the DISTRICT scale provided 

streets for rainwater management ( R71 Plan changes). by the ENGINEERING department 

3. Create 'roadway standards' for significant natural corridor communities i� NEW STANDARD at the STREET scale 

subdivision servicing standards. provided by the PLANNING ANO 
ENGINEERING departments 

4. Expand the Green Leaf program for local streets including education and NEW PROGRAM at the PARCEL scale 

planting programs on front yards and unplanted city right-of-ways. provided by the SUSTAINABILITY ANO 
ENGINEERING department 
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Tree Canopy Coverage 

Adding new popu lation to any a rea can add stress on natura l  systems. The charrette team addressed 
this by assuming new development wou ld be held to h igher g reen standards than is currently the 
case. The use of natura l  infrastructure such as tree canopies and pervious surfaces on existing streets 
can enhance existi ng ecolog ica l cond itions rather than compromis ing them. 

image credit: Daniel Roehr Urban Forest 

A key strategy for enhancing livability while increasing density is to 
ensure that the urban forest is complete and healthy. Canopy trees need 
space to grow and sufficient soil depths to thrive. Roadway standards 
and zoning requirements need to accommodate canopy trees. 
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GREEN Objective Four 

Design neigh bourhoods to conserve and reduce energy dema nd, wh i le i ncorporati ng 

a lternative fue l and renewable energy sou rces, such as d istrict heati n g  systems, wherever 

practica l .  

Strategies & Actions 

Strategy One: 

DISTRICT ENERGY: F ind ways to promote and incentivize District Energy systems. 

Supporting Actions & Policies: 

1. Develop economic incentives for District Energy, including: reducing 
Development Cost Charges, creating special utility rates, reducing 
property taxes, and/or expediting application processes. 

2 .  Formalize a heat source plan with thermal energy data. 

Strategy Two: 

NEW POLICY at the PARCEL scale provided 
by the SUSTAINABILITY department 

NEW STUOY at the PARCEL scale provided by 
the SUSTAINABILITY department 

DISTRICT ENERGY LOCATION: A l low for energy shar ing on industrial land and other  appropriate locations 
for District Energy systems with suitable land-use mixes and dens ities. 

Supporting Actions & Policies: 

1. Designate high density growth areas as District Energy service areas (eg. NEW ZONING at the DISTRICT scale provided 

along Fraser Highway and King George Boulevard). by the SUSTAINABILITY ANO PLANNING 
departments 

2. Partner with the Surrey Schools to identify school sites appropriate for NEW STUDY at the PARCEL scale provided 

district energy upgrades, such as geo-exchange and other renewable by the SUSTAINABILITY AND PLANNING 

energy systems. departments 

3 .  Require instal lment of geo-exchange, or other renewable energy systems, NEW POLICY at the PARCEL scale provided 

in future community centers adjacent to high schools to share energy with by the SUSTAINABILITY ANO PLANNING 

surrounding development. departments 

4. Direct redevelopment and densification near school sites to utilize geo- NEW POLICY atthe PARCEL scale provided 

exhange systems implemented on school sites. by the SUSTAINABILITY ANO PLANNING 
departments 
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District Energy 

A commun ity that uses energy wisely i s  a more res i l ient commun ity. As density i ncreases new options 
for energy use and d istribution emerge. The most promis ing opportun ity for the study site is d istrict 
energy. District energy systems a re being insta l led at Su rrey City Center. In time they wi l l  l i kely be 
insta l led in Newton Town Centre. The industrial area and the Fernwood area in the study site are the 
next logical candidates. In order to incentivise such District Energy systems (DE), it is important to 
create the appropriate pol icies and cond itions to foster supporti ng land use m ixes, densities and DE
ready develo ment uti l ities. 
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Passive solar design + 
solar thermal 

Mixed-use 

Two scales of energy systems have been envisioned for the area. Larger DEs can be accommodated in the emerging Transit Villages a long Fraser 
Hwy and King George Blvd. They will have an appropriate mix of uses, density, and new development. These nodes could eventually extend along 
their respective corridors, serving a wider catchment as new DE ready developments take advantage of the system initiated in these anchors. Within 
the neighbourhood fabric, school sites can serve as smaller scale neighborhood heating systems. Eventually a l l  of these separate systems can be 
economica l ly l inked with pipes installed on arterial roads (as shown dashed red l ines) 
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GREEN Objective Five: 

Produce commun ity designs and regu lations to reduce impact from waste generated by the 

commun ity. 

Strategies & Actions: 

Strategy One: 

WASTE TO ENERGY GENERATION: Provide plants to generate electricity and in  turn waste to heat. 

Supporting Actions & Policies: 
1 .  Study alternative options for energy plants and provision of heat recovery NEW STUDY at the PARCEL scale provided by 

for use. the SUSTAINABILITY department 

2. Develop policy around effective use of bio-waste and agriculture waste NEW POLICY at the PARCEL scale provided 

digesters to provide energy to industrial areas. by the SUSTAINABILITY department 

3 .  Assess feasibility of an anaerobic digester for creating biogas from NEW STUDY at the PARCEL scale provided by 

agriculture and/or food waste. the SUSTAINABILITY department 

Strategy Two: 

WASTE RECOVERY: Create a su ite of g reen waste recovery programs. 
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1. Create regulations for better sorting of demolition and construction waste. NEW POLICY at the DISTRICT scale provided 
by the SUSTAINABILITY department 

2. Reinforce and enhance economic policies to allow for waste recovery UPDATE POLICY at the DISTRICT scale 

enterprises. provided by the SUSTAINABILITY 
department 

3. Accommodate green waste facilities in industrial areas. NEW POLICY at the PARCEL scale provided 
by the SUSTAINABILITY department 

4. Prioritize and extend the green waste recovery program (starting 2013 for UPDATE PROGRAM at the DISTRICT 

single family areas) to higher density residential areas. scale provided by the SUSTAINABILITY 
department 

5. Create regulations to reduce plastic use within the municipality. NEW PROGRAM at the DISTRICT scale 
provided by the SUSTAINABILITY 
department 

6. Establish and extend vermicomposting programs. NEW PROGRAM at the DISTRICT scale 
provided by the SUSTAINABILITY 
department 
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Reduce Waste 

One mans waste is another mans resource. The eco industria l  concept assumes waste energy and 
materials can be profitably used by other enterprises. The large industrial area with in  the study site 
can potentia l ly be the Lower Mainland's fi rst eco industrial site. 
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Recover Waste 

Industrial areas have huge potential to recover and re-use waste. For 
example, excess heat from industrial processes can be captured and 
used to heat nearby residential or commercial spaces. 

image credit: Rob Lane 
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GREEN Objective Six: 

Promote a nd susta in  agricu lture and enha nce loca l food systems secu rity by maximizing  the 

ut i l ity of the ALR, and expa nd ing the opportu n ities for u rba n agricu ltu re at a l l  sca les. 

Strategies & Actions: 

Strategy One: 

COMMUNITY SCALE AGRICULTURE: Provide opportun ities for commun ity-sca le agriculture and anc i l lary 
busi nesses. 

Supporting Actions & Policies: 

1. Allow temporary use permits on vacant properties for small-scale NEW ZONING at the PARCEL scale provided 

agricultural activities. by the PLANNING department 

2. Encourage community gardens on public land. NEW PROGRAM at the PARCEL scale 
provided by the SUSTAINABILITY, PLANNING 
AND PARKS departments 

3. Facilitate permitting of market gardens on both public and private land. NEW ZONING at the PARCEL scale provided 
by the PLANNING AND PARKS departments 

4. Change regulations for vertical and rooftop farms on industrial land and UPDATE BYLAW at the PARCEL scale 

other suitable locations. provided by the PLANNING department 
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Local Food 

Commun ities are more ecologica l ly rich and economica l ly  res i l ient if food is a part of the plan. G iven 
city and citizen interest in  commun ity farm ing, the plan includes ideas for u rban fa rming at different 
scales, whi le open ing up options for new jobs in  the ag ricultura l  sector. 

Local Food 

Different scales of local food production can occur in the study site. 
The Agricultural Land Reserve adjacent to the site provides the most 
obvious large scale agricultural opportunities. Smaller scale food 
production can occur both within the BC Hydro ROW, cutting through 
the site, as well as local community farming at neighbourhood school 
sites and parks. The food produced in the area could be sold in local 
food markets along community hubs, strengthening the economic 
feasibility of these practices. 
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GREEN Objective Seven 

Provide recreation and socia l opportun ities through an intercon nected network of parks, publ ic 

spaces, tra i ls, g reenways. 

Strategies & Actions 

Strategy One: 

DISTRICT PARKS: Expanded Bear Creek Park with new cultura l  and recreational faci l ities. 
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1. Develop plans to add new cultural facilities to Bear Creek Park, particularly NEW ZONING at the PARCEL scale provided 

near the King George Blvd portion of the park. by the PLANNING AND PARKS departments 

2. Increase access to major public parks such as Bear Creek (this will require NEW POLICY at the PARCEL scale provided 

negotiation with the Deparment of Fistheries and Oceans DFO about by the PLANNING AND ENGINEERING 

appropriate stream crossings). departments 

Strategy Two: 

COMMUN ITY PARKS: Locate Commun ity Parks adjacent to and with in  U rban Vi l l ages (see Commun ity 
Objective One). These are more "urban" i n  sca le and design .  

I 
Supporting Actions & Policies: 

1. Ensure that new Urban Villages include community park spaces, such as 
public plazas, for gathering. 

Strategy Three: 

NEW ZONING AND NEIGHBOURHOOD 
CONCEPT PLAN at the DISTRICT scale 
provided by the PLANNING AND PARKS 
departments 

NE IGHBOURHOOD PARKS: Locate Neighbourhood parks on or d i rectly adjacent to exist ing school s ites. 
This inc ludes provid ing  new spaces for cu ltura l  activities in and around Neighbourhood Vi l l ages. 

Supporting Actions & Policies: 

1. Identify and designate neighbourhood gathering places around schools. NEW PROGRAM at the DISTRICT scale 

Co-locate parks and community facilities with identified schools. provided by the PLANNING AND PARKS 
departments 

2 .  Create partnerships with Surrey Schools regarding the expansion of NEW PROGRAM at the PARCEL scale 

community uses within school lands. provided by the PLANNING department 

3. Revise practices and policies related to locating facilities in City parks to UPDATE ZONING AND POLICY at the PARCEL 

allow for a wider variety of community uses. scale provided by the PLANNING AND PARKS 
departments 
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Three scales of parkland 

Surrey prides itself on its plentifu l parkland. A key cha l lenge for the charrette was preserving 
and enhancing existing parkland whi le increas ing population and jobs with in  the study site. The 
charrette team d ivided pa rkland into th ree categories: D istrict, Commun ity, and Neighbourhood 
scales, and came up with strateg ies and actions to enhance parkland at a l l  th ree scales. In sum, 
these strategies are un ited by an intention to enhance the role of parks at a l l  scales in  the civic l ife of 
citizens. 
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Three Scales of Parkland 
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Bear Creek Park is a large District scale park serving the study site. 
Community parks serve the new Urban Villages within the study site. 
Neighbourhood parks locate near schools and serve adjacent 
residences. 
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GREEN Objective Eight 

Red uce water consumption by fa m i l ies, bus inesses a nd comm u n ity faci l ities, wh i le re med iating 

waste water. 

Strategies & Actions 

Strategy One: 

WATER CONSERVATION EDUCATION AND INCENTIVES: Provide education cam paigns and incentives for 
water conservation, such as i rrigation regu lations, ra i nwater col lection on-site for summer i r r igation, 
bioswales and ra ingardens on-s ite for self watering. 

H�!J•I•1·aT.a1, ll1t.7r,�:lilITiT:1:R 
1 .  In itiate education campaigns on water consumption targeted to a variety NEW PROGRAM at the DISTRICT scale 

of audiences. provided by the SUSTAINABILITY 
department 

2. Create design gu idelines for on-site g roundwater recharge to reduce the NEW GUIDELINES at the PARCEL scale 

need for watering. provided by the PLANNING department 

3. Establ ish water metering and watering restrictions. NEW PROGRAM at the PARCEL scale 
provided by the SUSTAINABILITY, PLANNING 
AND ENGINEERING departments 

4. Promote water harvesting (eg. create a ra inbarrei program) and promote NEW PROGRAM at the PARCEL scale 

greywater use (eg. purple pipe programs). provided by the SUSTAINABILITY AND 
ENGINEERING departments 

Strategy Two: 

RIPARIAN REGULATIONS: Use a variety of tools  to protect riparian areas from the negative consequences 
of stormwater run off. 
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1 .  Consider a Green I nfrastructure levy on util ity bi l ls .  NEW POLICY a t  the DISTRICT scale provided 
by the SUSTAINABILITY department 

2. Adopt and revise the City Centre stormwater management requirements UPDATE POLICY at the DISTRICT 

in new infil l  a reas. scale provided by the PLANNING AND 
ENGINEERING departments 

3. Enhance r iparian areas through util ization of development funds. NEW POLICY at the DISTRICT scale provided 
by the PLANNING AND PARKS departments 

4. Lobby the Provincial Government for more flexible Development Cost NEW POLICY at the DISTRICT scale provided 

Charges (DCC) authority. by the PLANNING department 
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Protect Water 

The ecologica l  function of the Bear Creek watershed has a l ready been compromised by damaging 
storm water management systems. These systems, insta l led i n  the decades pr ior to 1 990, do g reat 
damage to receiving streams. New requ i rements for infi l l  shou ld, over t ime, mitigate this damage, 
and enhance the streams for recreation and wi ld l ife. Key to this wi l l  be requ i rements for new 
development to hold and infi ltrate storm water on site. 

image credit: Daniel Roehr 

Protect Water 

Water needs to be handled, treated and managed at different scales 
within the site. Single dwel ling lots, big institutional lands, district parks 
and urban areas all have unique water uses. The charrette plan calls for 
greater use of pervious surfaces, green roofs, and rain water collection 
systems. These are combined with efficient water use in residential, 
commercial and industrial lands. 
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GREEN Objective Eight (continued) 

Red uce water consu m ption by fa m i l ies, busi nesses a nd com m u n ity fac i l it ies, wh i le re

med iat ing waste water. 

Strategies & Actions (continued) 

Strategy Three: 

APPROPRIATE PLANTING: Promote appropriate plant species selection. 
- � 
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1. Encourage planting native species and removal of invasive species on 
both public and private land. 

2. Increase use of compost in public spaces to increase water retention and 
decrease need for watering. 

3 .  Develop guidelines on zeriscaping and drought tolerant species selection. 
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NEW GUIDELINES at the PARCEL scale 
provided by the PLANNING department 

NEW PROGRAM at the PARCEL scale 
provided by the PARKS department 

NEW GUIDELINES at the PARCEL scale 
provided by the PLANNING department 
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Reduce Irrigation 

I rrigation can account for a la rge percentage of a community's water use. P lanting d rought-tolerant 
and native plants reduces the need for i rrigation of ornamental landscapes. Native plants a lso 
support local fish, bi rd, and other wi ld l ife species. 

image credit: Neda Roonia Appropriate planting. 

The riparian corridors and the Hydro right-of-way for electric 
transmission running through the site can be better u.sed as an 
ecological asset. Removing invasive plant species and re-introducing of 
native plant communities is an important first step. 
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Road cross sections 

The City of Surrey has completed work on standardizing road cross sections. The charrette team exam ined 
these sections to suggest how they mig ht be enhanced to meet the objectives of the charrette: pedestrian  and 
cyclist safety and comfort, improved drainage, better tree g rowth, and support for transit-oriented land uses. 
The suggested amendments for futu re consideration are shown here. Fi rst, consider placing bike paths on major 
a rterials in  the pedestrian zone rather than the motorized veh icle zone. This is a practice that is employed in 
Europe and attracts less aggressive r iders to use their b ikes. Second, revise street sections to enhance storm 
water infi ltration, us ing bou levards and medians on busy arterials as infi ltration zones/ra in  gardens. Th i rd, on 
residential streets, g radual ly replace impervious pavement with perviuos pavement. Fourth, a l low g reater space 
for canopy trees. Fifth, br ing bu i ld ings closer to the lot l ine, and widen sidewalks, to i ncrease parcel uti l ity and 
enhance the pedestiran rea lm.  

note: the proposed sections on the following pages are not approved as City standards, and are shown as proposal 
illustrations only 
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Exist ing 6-lane Arteria l  
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Exist ing 4 Lane Arteria l  
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Existing Col lector Road 
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Existing 20m Local Road 

Proposed 20m Loca l Road 

Pervious pavement w�h infikration 
naservoir structural base 
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Measuring Energy and Greenhouse Gas Emmissions 

In order to conduct this analysis, the site's current estimated emissions 
portfolio was measured by consultants from HB La narc Golder, serving 
as the baseline for the plan's evaluation and a status-quo projections 
scenario. Subsequently, the strategies suggested in the Charrette were 
incorporated into HB Lanarc Golder's models, through digitization of the 
physical plan, providing an alternative 'infill' scenario for the future of 
Surrey with a different projected development trajectory (see figures at 
left). 

A detailed breakdown of the changes in the urban pattern and the 
resulting emissions portfolio can be found below (Table 4). 

The 'Sensitive Infill' strategies proposed through this Charrette could 
result in a 57% reduction in per capita GHGs, while accommodating a 
doubling of the population in the area. This illustrates both the extent 
to which physical changes in the urban pattern at the city level can 
contribute to the provincial targets, but al_so the limitations of such 
strategies absent of other policy changes at the provincial and federal 
levels pertaining to building and automobile efficiency requirements. 
Indeed, the plan makes a significant contribution to the minus 80 
percent, target and combined with other forthcoming regulations and 
requirements by other levels of government, it can put Surrey on a more 
sustainable development path. 

Finally, it is important to note that these positive results come without 
assuming the benefits which would accrue from expanding the 
City of Surrey's district energy system into the study area. Based on 
previous analysis and assuming that the real cost of energy may 
double in the next twenty years (in line with the estimates of most 
analysts from government and energy companies) , the extension of 
an area wide district heating system seems feasible. This would further 
reduce per capita GHG production, bringing the City closer to its long 
term goals of an 80% reduction in per capita GHG (aligning with UN 

Sensitive Infill Digitization for modelling Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change benchmarks). 
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Emissions Portfolio - adapted from HB Lanarc Golder 

Indicator 2011 Current Plans 2040 Sensitive Infill 2060 
Housing Split: Single / TH / L R / H R  88 / 9 / 3/ 0 71/18/10/1 25/30/40/5 
Avg Yr of Construction 1987 1998 2017 
Avg Energy Intensity (GJ/ M2) 0.63 0.55 0.45 I 
Distance To Rapid Transit (km) 4.8 4.5 1 .8 

Average Distance to "CBD" (km) 14.8 14.0 13.6 
Average Population Under 16 (%) 24% 24% 24% 
Housing Mix (0 = homog, 1 = heterog) 0.09 0.30 0.45 

Avg Daily Transit Service Hours 3.0 5.8 7.7 
Avg Pop Density (Gross DU/H) 8.6 11.2 27.2 
Intersections per Road K M  2.5 4.1 5.1 
Ratio of Cycle Routes to Roads 0.27 0.29 0.39 
Average Vehicles Per Household 1.50 1.25 1.03 
Land Use Mix (Workers:Jobs) 0.20 0.18 0.2 
Avg Daily Distance Driven (VKT - km/hh) 55 .12 46.5 38.1 

(30% reduction from 201 1 )  

Avg Daily Transit Ride (PKT - km/hh) 12.19 12.12 12.9 
Avg Prsnl Auto GHGs (tCO2e/yr/pop) 1.70 0.60 0.54 
Avg Public Trans GHGs (tCO2e/yr/pop) 0.04 0.17 0.16 
Avg Total Transpo Emissions per Capita (tCO2e/yr/pop) 1.75 0.77 (-60%) 0.7 
Avg Buildings GHGs per Capita 1.81 1.52 (-53%) .87 
Avg Total GHGs per Capita (t/C02e/yr/pop) 3.6 2.29 (-57%) 1 .57 

Avg GHGs Per Resident& Employee (tCO2e/yr/ 2.65 2.10 (-46%) 1.44 
pop+emp) 
Tailpipe Standard (Grams CO2e perVKT) 287 111 111 
Building Retrofit Rate (Annual) for Energy Efficiency 1.5% 1.5% 3% 
Share of New Construction with Renewable Energy 1% 1% 75% 
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Figure 1 - Percentage of MGH/MFH as a share of total 
households (Statistics Canada 2006) 
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Figure 2- Total number of MGH/MFH households in 
Canada and BC (Statistics Canada 2006) 
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Sam Mohamad-Khany 

1. GOAL 

The goal of this research paper is to highlight how ethnic, cultural, and 
demographic shifts have implications for neighborhood and housing 
form within the Surrey Sensitive Infill project's study area. 

2. INT RODUCTION 

The social and economic conditions that gave rise to the post WWII 
suburbs have changed. An aging demographics and a much more 
ethnically heterogeneous population will influence development 
trajectory of former suburbs, with important design implications for the 
impacted communities. 

In North America, an aging baby boomer population coupled with 
decreasing fertility rates have resulted in smaller family sizes. This 
has created unique challenges for adapting neighbourhood housing 
stock, neighborhood design, infrastructure and services (Condon and 
Belaustequigoitia, 2006) . Similarly, an increase in the number of multi
family households ( MFH) and/or multigenerational households ( MGH) 
indicates new living patterns have taken hold. These changes are often 
attributed to the unique family arrangements of immigrants, rising 
median age of first marriage of all adults, successive recessions, housing 
affordability issues and an aging population (PEW 2010, 1 ) .  

While in the year 2000, 4.8% of U.S. households (5 million households) 
were multigenerational, by 2008 that number had grown to 5.3% of 
the nation's total (6.2 million households) and by 2010 6.1% (7.1 million 
households) (Easley 2011 ). Similar trends, �lbeit at a slower pace, exist 
in Canada. Both nationally and provincially, the percentage of census 
registered multi-family households has steadily increased (Figure 1 ). In 
a 2004 Canadian Census report, it was stressed that 4.9% of households 
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in BC had at least three generations living under one roof (the highest 
in the nation), with the immigrant and aboriginal populations having 
the highest share of such living arrangement (Statistics Canada 
2004). In 2006, about 5 15,000 grandparents shared a home with their 
grandchildren, up from about 466,000 in 2001 (Loney 2011 ). Finally, in 
Surrey, 7% of households lived in multi-family arrangement, indicating 
not only a higher share than that of the Province or the nation, but also 
the highest percentage of MFH in the Metro Vancouver Region, with only 
3% of households in MF H (City of Surrey 2010, 2 1  ). 

In order to better anticipate change, this report will attempt to unpack 
demographics and ethno-cultural shifts relevant to the study area 
of the Surrey Sensitive infill project, with particular emphasis on the 
neighbourhood and housing design implications of these trends. 

3. REGIONAL DEMOGRAPHIC TRENDS 

The Metro Vancouver region is not immune to the trends discussed 
above. Between 1 996 and 2006, the 45+ age group has experienced the 
largest increase in population. While in 1996, this age group comprised 
only 33.5% of the total population of the region, by 2006 their share 
increased to 40%, with the 55 to 64 age group experiencing a dramatic 
36.1 % increase during the same time period (Metro Vancouver 2006). 
This has pushed the 2006 median age to 39.1 , a 2.5 year increase 
in only five years (Metro Vancouver 2006). However, these shifts in 
demographics are not uniform across the region, given the spatial 
differences between and within cities (Figure 3 and Figure 4). 
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Figure 3- % of population above age of 60+ by Metro 
Vancouver neighborhoods 2006 census 

Figure 4- % of population under age of 20 by Metro 
Vancouver neighborhoods (2006 census) 
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New 
District of North 

Richmond, 12% 

Figure 5- Distribution of recent immigrants (1 996 to 
2006) by municipality in Metro Vancouver, City of Surrey 
received the second largest share of immigrants (Metro 
Vancouver 2006) 
Figure 6- Outward movement of immigrants overtime, 
comparison of the spatial settlement pattern of 
immigrants between 2001 -2006 and 1 965 to 1 971  
(Murdie 2008) 
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Changes are also occurring in immigrant settlement patterns, with an 
increasing share of immigrants and/or visible minorities populating 
what were once considered suburbs but which are now mature cities in 
their own right, resulting in increasingly diverse communities across the 
region (Figure 6). According to the Statistics Canada (2006) almost 75% 
of immigrants in Vancouver region chose to live in one of the four largest 
municipalities: City of Vancouver, Surrey, Burnaby or Richmond, while 
only 57% of Canadian-born residents of the region choose to live in 
these centers. In the same time period, the City of Surrey had the fastest 
growth in immigrant population (30.9%), followed by Burnaby (12.5%) 
and Richmond (12.3%), while City of Vancouver's immigrant population 
grew by a more modest rate of 5.3% (Statistics Canada 2006). 

Immigrants who Arrived 2001-2006 as a 
Percentage or the Total Population, 2006 

- 20% or More 

- 10% 10 20% 

□ s% 10 10% 

D Less than 5% 
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It is predicted that the region will have a population of over 4 million 
within 50 years, with the baby-boomer bulge creating a persistent 
reverse pyramid demographic dynamic (Condon and Belaustequigoitia 
2006). Figure 7 and Figure 8 show how the acuteness of this bulging 
cohort changes with and without immigration in the region. 

Lower Mainland Region, Population Age Profile, 2004, 2024 and 2044 
100 

Lower Mainland Region, Population Age Profile, 2004, 2024 & 2044 
l00 

95 Constant rates, 95 Trend Projection 
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Figure 7 (left)- Lower Mainland Region, population age profi le without 
immigration, reveal ing a more acute bulge at the top 2004, 2024 And 2044 
(Urban Futures 2004) 

Figure 8 (right) - Lower mainland region, population age profile with 
immigration, dampening the aging effect of baby boomers 2004, 2024 
and 2044 (Urban Futures 2004) 

4. ANALYSIS OF TRENDS IN THE STUDY AREA 

The cultural and demographic trends discussed thus far are multi-scalar, 
with implications for the Surrey infill Study down to the parcel scale. 
In 2006, the median age of city residents was 37, up from 35 in 2000 
(younger than the metro's median age of 39) (Metro Vancouver 2006). 
Sixty one percent of the population is between 20 to 60 and 11 % above 
60 years of age. The living arrangement of seniors is most revealing: 67% 
live in a census family, 11 % live with other relatives, 1 % live with non
relatives; and 2 1  % (~9,000 seniors) live alone (City of Surrey 2010). 
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Figure 9- Surrey's share of population by age, 1 991 to 
2006, revealing both an aging population and rising 
number of chi ldren (City of Surrey 201 0) 
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Figure 1 1 - Household composition in Surrey communities 
(City of Surrey 201 0) 
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Surrey's average household size of 3 person per unit is the second largest 
in the region ( Metro Vancouver = 2.6 and Vancouver = 2.2), with Newton 
and Fleetwood showing the greatest number of people per unit (Figure 
1 0) .  
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Figure 1 0- Household size by Surrey community (City of Surrey 201 0) 

Multi-family and multi-generational households are also considerably 
greater in Surrey than the rest of the region (7% of households 
compared to 3% in the region), with a considerable share of them 
residing in the study area. Several complex and interrelated variables 
such as age, income, ethnicity and economic situation (boomerang 
generation) have been shown to influence the trends in multi
generational households (PEW 2010). Comparing the family income 
maps with MFH concentrations (Figure 12), there seems to be noticeable 
overlap between areas of high concentration of MFH with lower median 
income areas. Similarly, visible minority areas also exhibit noticeable 
overlap with areas that have a high concentration of MFH. 
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Figure 1 2  - Comparison between areas with MFH 
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5. IMPLICATIONS FOR DESIGN 

As stressed earlier, multi-family (or MGH) households are on the rise, 
both in the city as a whole and in the study area in particular (Figure 
15). This is true in both absolute terms and as a percentage of total 
households. On average, the study area has housed 26% (roughly a 
quarter) of all the MFH in Surrey. More importantly, the share of this 
type of households has increased as a percentage of the overall total 
households in this area, from 4% to 1 0% (3% higher than the City of 
Surrey's 7%) (Figure 1 4).  
A simple linear extrapolation of the data using trends established 
from the census period of 1991 to 2006 is provided in Figure 15. If one 
assumes continuation of the trends established in the last 20  years, with 
no major reversal in the structural dynamics of the area, we arrive at 
about 59,500 total households residing in the study area, with 1 6% of 
these households as MF H (9,800 households). 
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Figure 1 5- Projected total number of households in the study area (59538) and total 
number of MFH (9795) - 1 6% of households will be MFH by 2060. 

Therefore, the form of housing required by such living arrangements 
is becoming an important planning issue. Indeed in response to this 
growing need across the continent, numerous architectural plans have 
been created to fulfill the requirements of multi-generational living 
arrangements. We provide two examples here (multi-generational House 
Plans 2011 ). 
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Some of the key characteristics of appropriate plans for a changing 

demographics and l iving arrangements are the fol lowing: 

Flexibi l ity of the plans to change over time. 

Provision of adequate l iving services for mult iple households - such 
as multiple washrooms. 

Abi l ity to partition areas with i n  the structure into different units, with 

different entrances. 

Gradual conversion of certai n  rooms in the lot with changing needs 

of occupants- such as the conversion of the garage or parking lot 

into secondary su its, as car ownersh ip  possibly d rops and aging 
parents des i re to move i nto a smal ler l iving spaces, as they age in  

place. 

Planned poss ibi l ity for add itions and revisions to the housing 

structure. 

Greater al lowable density per lot. 

Possibi l ity for l ive-work spaces 

Kitchen Bedroom 
Dinning 

Room 

Master Bedroom 

Secondary 

Waahroom Bedroom 

L Secondary 

[ 
Secondary 

Seoondary 
Dining Room 

Bedroom 

Living Room 
Secondary 

Living Room 
Secondary 

Entrance iiiiiiiiio,_..., ____ _. 

Figure 1 6- Examples of house plan for a MGH, with two distinct 
entrances to the premise (Multigenerational House Plans 201 1 )  

Figure 1 7- L Shaped MGH plan with possibility for 
garage space to be converted to living space 
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5 .1  CONCLUSION 

This paper has outlined major shifts that are shaping the social 
landscape of modern Surrey. Better understanding of these trends 
allows for the planning of a more appropriate urban form (including 
housing types and local services) that also strategically addresses the 
requirements of sustainability. 

An aging population and decreasing family size can open up new 
opportunities for 'hidden density' and new multi-family living 
arrangements. As this study area grows by up to 32,000 households 
(based on current trends), 7,000 new MGH units may be needed. This 
is a substantial number of units, exceeding the number built in the 
entire East Clayton Neighbourhood Concept Plan area. Design and 
policy strategies that would allow these units to evolve organically 
out of the exiting fabric of the district would be useful. Policy options 
may be various. They may include, the sharing of present single family 
homes between elderly population, who desire to age in place, with 
the new, younger and smaller households who might have affordability 
problems. Therefore, changes to the existing policies - such as allowing 
for higher build out area (FS R), relaxation of parking requirements as 
well as legalization of adjustments (and additions) to the existing house 
plans - can be contemplated in the charrette process as possible tools 
for tackling these changes. Legalization of secondary suits (already 
underway), J aneway housing and adaptation of single detached dwelling 
units into multi-family housing might also become prudent strategies to 
consider. 

Finally, it is not simply the footprint of the. house that might change, 
as the services and facilities that are provided by the city in the 
neighborhoods might need to change as well. For example, while 
demand in existing schools might decrease, the requirement for 
elderly community services/health facilities might increase, suggesting 
temporary or longer term changes to the physical form and community 
service program of local schools (Condon 2010). 
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Figure 1 - District Energy System Connection to the 
Neighborhood (International District Energy Association 
n.d.) 
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FOUNDATIONAL RESEARCH BULLETIN #2 
Ju ly 201 1 

Speculation on expansion of the d istrict energy system 

i nto Surrey's residential fabric through  sensitive i nfi l l  

Professor Patrick M .  Condon, 
Sam Mohamad-Khany 

1 .  Goal 

This paper wil l  explore a possible land use scenario through which, over 
the course of five decades, a d istrict energy system (DES) might serve 
some or a l l  of the Surrey Sensitive Infil l  site 

2. I ntroduction 

District Energy Systems (DES) are simple, efficient and proven 
technologies, with the basic concept dating as far back as the Roman 
times (Stantec 201 0). DES refers to the set of technologies that a l low 
for the distribution of thermal energy using a central heating (and/or 
cooling source) and a closed-loop pipe configuration with a carrier fluid, 
to transfer heat between locations with different heat gradient (Figure 1 ) .  

While these systems have long been used across the world, the 
imperatives of environmental sustainabi l ity (with the urgent 
requirement to reduce GHG emissions) as wel l  as the uncertain  future 
for carbon based fuels, have created a huge growth in interest (Gi lmour 
and Warren 2007). Today, there are approximately 6,000 central ized 
energy systems in North America with many more being planned and 
implemented, with a growth rate of 1 % a year projected in Canada 
(Stantec 201 0, 1 9) .  

The City of Surrey has embraced central ized energy systems as part of 
its wide ranging sustainabil ity i nitiatives mandated by its sustainabil ity 
charter (City of Surrey 2008, 48). Therefore, after extensive pre-feasibi l ity 
studies for an optimal site with an appropriate technology for the 
implementation of such a system, a geo-exchange (ground source 
thermal heat exchange) system for the Surrey City Center is being 
considered. This system wil l  initial ly serve approximately 70,000 square 
meters of floor space, with plans to expand the service area into a mi l l ion 
square meter by 2025 (City of Surrey 201 1 ) .  Expansion of the system 
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beyond that into the Grandview and Campbell Heights NCP areas are 
also being considered. (City of Surrey 2011 ) .  

This paper will suggest how district energy systems might be further 
expanded into the Surrey Sensitive Infill's site. While not practical given 
present demand and energy costs, as fuel prices increase overtime and 
the land use conditions for the area change this may change. 

3. Overview of District energy Systems 

Low temperature heating (below 200 degrees Celsius), which is suitable 
for much of the heating requirements of housing and commercial 
buildings, account for 35% of current Canadian fuel energy use (Rogner 
1993). In Canada, the majority of such heating comes from electricity 
(conversion to heat by electric baseboards) and from fossil fuel (boilers 
and furnaces with forced hot air technology). Use of such high grade 
fuels not only creates unnecessary emissions but typically produces heat 
beyond the needs of these buildings and their users. 

Hence, unlike current distributed systems that depend on the transfer 
of energy into heating and cooling at individual destination points, DES 
allows for centralization of such energy transfers, allowing for economies 
of scale, reduced operating costs, flexibility in technological changes 
and fuel selection, improved environmental performance and higher 
quality of service (Stantec 2010). Flexibility of these systems has allowed 
Northern European cities to shift their fuel sources over years, without 
extensive change to their overall infrastructure investment (Figure 3).  
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Figure 2 - Components of DES: 1 )  Energy Centers 2) 
Distribution Centers 3) Energy Transfer Stations 4) 
Building Hydronics (CRM 2009, 3) 

Figure 3- Swedish District Energy Fuel Sources (1 970 -
2004) (CRM 2009, 5) Source: Swedish Energy Agency. 
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Figure 4- DES Viability Depends on Multiple Complex 
Factors 

Table 1 - Building Blocks of Community Design, need to 
reach minimum of 1 ,500 MWh/hectare for each DES plant 
(CRM 2009, 7) 

Energy Use New New 
· Intensity Row Low 

Factors Rise 

4. District Energy System Community Design Requirements 

While technological requirements of district energy systems are not 
challenging, economic viability of such systems depend heavily on 
certain baseline conditions. In terms of community design, contextual 
factors such as neighborhood density, land use mix, total serviceable 
area, building types and existing infrastructure have great influence on 
the feasibility of the system (FVB 2007). Furthermore, future viability of 
such systems is influenced by technological advancements and fossil 
fuel prices (Figure 4). 

Heating load density, dependent on a combination of the density of 
buildings (square meter of floor area per hectare) and the intensity of 
the heating load (kWh/year of heating load per m2 of floor area), is a 
core requirement for any centralised system. Minimum energy density 
of 1,500 MW.h/hectare (150 kWh/ha) is often suggested as a minimum 
size necessary to merit installation of a district energy system, while 
on average peak energy densities of around 700 kW/Ha (and floor 
space intensity of 70 W/m2) typically provides a suitable threshold for 
viability (Stantec 2010, CRM 2008). As a core site for a new DE system is 
assembled, careful planning is needed to reach the overall requirements 
set above. Therefore, table 1 can be used to calculate the aggregate heat 
load density of an area, in order to assess if there exist enough demand 
for a viable system. 

New New New Community New 
lVIid I Office Retai I Light 
High I Institutional Indus 
Rise trial 

Space Heat -33 41 41 5'5 30 55 55 
W/m2 -

Space 35 67 67 58  36 58  5 8  
[kW.h/m2] 

Space Cool .2 3 1  33 33 3 1  57 3 1  
kW.h/m2 

Space Cool 20 40 40 60 28 56 28 
[W/m2] 

1 24 sensitive urban infill in Surrey, BC 
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Simi lar to most sustainabi l ity questions, viabil ity of d istrict energy 
systems depends on multiple, complex and interrelated variables, 
making it hard to provide a simple formula for their land use 
requirements. However, through synthesis of numerous case studies 
in North America 1,  we can sketch out the basic requirements for a 
practical a system given current energy costs. Furthermore, through 
simple assumptions about steadily rising fuel prices in future decades, 
increasing population density, and reasonable assumptions about the 
decreasing average cost per customer of such systems, we have been 
able to suggest a one third reduction in min imum requirements per 
decade. 

Table 2 summarizes these findings, serving as a speculative baseline for 
i nvestigating community design requirement during  the Sensitive Urban 
I nfill design charrette. For our purposes, we assume up to a doubl ing of 
the popu lation in large parts (or al l  of) the district, as well as an  eventual 
300% percent increase in the cost of conventional fuels. As an example, 
currently in the U K, with 1 70% ?reater electricity prices2 (and general ly 
higher conventional fuel costs3

, minimum densities of 50 dwel l ing units 
per hectare have been shown to be economica l ly serviceable by DES, 
as compared to min imum 1 00 DU/ha in Canada (Community Energy 
Programme n.d., 8). In continental Europe, with much higher fuel costs, 
even lower residential densities (areas with single detached housing) 
have been proven to be viable DES candidates (Figure 5). Therefore, 
with these not unreasonable speculations we can fairly anticipate an 
i ncreased appetite for d istrict heating systems in  the marketplace. 
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Footnotes: 
1 City of North Vancouver, CoV SEFC, Kings way and 
Norquay, Whistler, Squamish, East Fraser Lands, 
Dockside Green and others. 
2 Average electricity prices are around 20.87 C/kw.h 
(compared to 7.14 C/kw.h in Vancouver), with gasoline 
prices at 184 C/liters (compared to 133 C/liter in 
Vancouver) 
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3 European Energy Prices: < http://www.energy.eu/>, 
Canadian Electricity Prices < http://www.hydro.mb.ca/ 
regu/atory _affairs/energy_ rates/electricity/utility_rate_ 
comp.shtml> and Vancouver retail gasoline prices: < 
http://www.vancouvergasprices.com/Retail_Price_ 
Chart.aspx> 

Figure 5- 1 03 single detached houses connected to DES in 
Vax·o Sweden IEA 2008 1 4  
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Footnote 4: 
A simplistic linear relation 
established between electricity 
prices and dwelling densities 
based on UK and Vancouver 
averages produces the following 
equation: 

Density = (-3.8 1 ).ElecCost + 
1 29.47 

With 300% increase in costs 
(30.96 <:/kw.h), density drops 
to 1 2  du/ha, an 88% decrease. 
Given that a linear relationship 
is too simplistic, a 2/3rd drop is 
much more realistic as bases of 
our assumption. 
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Requirements: 

D ens1 ty 

Neighborhood Massing 

Land Use Mix 

Minimum Total Floor 
Space 
Intensity of Heating 
Load (kWh/year of 

heating load per m2 of 

floor area) 

Core Radius 

Anchor 

Rate of Development 

Customer Penetration 
Rate 

BAU Fuel Cost (oil 
prices) 

Present Scenario Post 2060 Scenario 

> 1 00 DU/hectare >30 DU/Hectare m the central node or 

corridors adjacent to the system with 

lower densities within 800 m radius of 

the high density buildings. 

3 Gross FSR (core area), 1 .5 GROSS FSR ( core area) 

2.5 Gross FSR (adjacent areas) 1 .0 Gross FSR (adjacent areas) 

80/20 Residential to Commercial 90/10 Residential to commercial 

>60,000 sq meter minimum core >40,000 sq meter minimum core area 

area 

1 ,500 MWh/hectare (1 50 1 ,500 MWh/hectare (150 kWh/m2) 

kWh/m2) 

20 hectare (0.2 square km) core 20 hectare higher density nodes (0.25 

area, with possibility to expand Sq. Km) extending to adjacent major 

into surrounding 50 hectares (0.5 transit corridors through expansion of 

Sq. Km) pipe network, with 1 0  to 20 hectare 

width 

>5 FSR hydronic ready 'anchor' >3FSR hydronic ready mixed-use 

tenant, such as institutional neighbourhood development, 20,000 

building or new mixed use, high sq m of floor space (-1 00,000 sq m 

density development, securing the neighbourhood) 

first 40,000 sq m of floor space 

(-10,000 sq m lot) 

Assume building floor area grows at the same rate as the population 

growth. Require high rate of development for securing the expansion of 

customer base (- 2.5% annually) 

-1 00% Core Area, 50% in Initial -100% First core area with 50% 

Expansion penetration around line extensions 

Current prices (- 133 ¢/liter, 300% increase 

7.74 ¢/kw.h) 
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5 .  District Energy System Community Design Implications Study Area 

Given the requirements established in Table 2, the current suburban 
(and low density) land use pattern of the Surrey Sensitive Infill site is 
not yet conducive to the establishment of new district energy systems. 
However, two core areas have been identified - due to their density, land 
use pattern and level of mixing - which may provide a starting point for 
new DE systems, if significant higher density development occurs within 
these site (Figure 7). 

SENBmVE 
URBAN INFILL 

WORKSHOP 
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Figure 7- Possible Implementation of DES in the Next Decade in the Study Area 

However, careful management and planning of the growth of this area 
for the next 50 years can allow for the establishment and eventual 
expansion of the system into the existing fabric, as infrastructure 
renewals, new developments and higher densities combined with 
increased fuel prices and a supportive policy base rapidly increases 
the viability of centralized heating systems. Importantly, It is assumed 
that the phasing of these new developments, particularly along the 
nodes located at key transit intersections) allow for addition of new 
mixed-use developments that support hydronic based heating systems, 
while providing the necessary anchor heating demand required to 
allow for further expansion along the corridors (Figure 9) . Therefore, 
one can speculate that through careful and strategic planning of the 
development in the area, district energy system can 
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Figure 8- Existing Land Use Pattern 
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Figure 9- Suggested Densification along Existing 
Corridors (yellow), with Mixed Use Developments (red) 
at Major I ntersections, Increases the Heating Density 
Demand in the Area 
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Figure 9- Neighborhood s=cale solar energy system 
powering 1 4  residential units, Salmon Street, Oregon 
(Northwest Neighborhood) 

128 sensitive urban infill in Surrey, BC 

eventually be woven into the grid fabric of this study site, providing 
clean and efficient source of energy to the community. 

SEN81TIVE 
URBAN INFILL 

WORKSHOP 

Figure 8- Gradual expansion of the DES into the study area's fabric, through extension 
of the services along corridors by utilizing existing pipeline easements, supported by 
anchor developments on the major transit intersections 

6. Conclusion 

This paper has provided baseline community design requirements to 
allow policy makers to be intelligent about how area growth might align 
with minimum requirements necessary for an expanded DES system. It 
has been shown that a 'sensitive infill' scenario, with growth along major 
corridors and nodes (capitalizing on the existing pipeline and sewer 
easement infrastructure) might allow for the expansion of DES into a 
suburban fabric. 

The economics of penetrating DES systems deeply into existing 
single detached family housing fabric may remain challenging for the 
foreseeable future. Deep in the recesses of the district other strategies 
may be more appropriate. Encouraging efforts have been made to 
provide small scale, distributed and centralized system for low-density 
residential neighborhoods, using renewable sources (Figure 11 ). As oil 
prices rise and cost of new technologies drop, there are possibilities for 
neighborhood scale solar and geothermal (and other forms of) district 
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energy systems, which can be established in these inner suburban 
fabrics. However, as European cases have clearly proven, an existing 
mature district energy system that is in search of new customers can 
expand into lower density fabrics as the cost of conventional fuels 
increase (Figure 12). Therefore, with technological improvements in 
network delivery, an adequate policy base and an improving economic 
climate for these systems, annual load densities as low as 10 kWh/m2 
(compared to previous industry minimum of 30 kWh/m2) can similarly 
become viable in North America, making Surrey's inner fabric with 
detached dwelling neighborhoods viable for such systems. 
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Therefore, taken together, it is conceivable that the vast majority of 
the Surrey Sensitive Infill site can one day be covered by one form of 
renewable centralized heating system (neighborhood scale or district 
scale) as well as distributed renewable systems, helping Surrey achieve 
its sustainability goals similar to places such as Copenhagen (Figure 
13) .  For the purposes of this charrette it will not be necessary to arrive 
at a definitive conclusion about how far DES can penetrate, only to 
understand the factors that will influence its growth; however far that 
growth may take it. 
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Figure 1 0- Number of detached housing connected to 
DES in Sweden, 1 999 -2006 (IEA 2008, 98) 

Figure 1 1 - A  map of Copenhagen outlining the 
installation of DES along major densified corridors, with 
connections into the inner neighborhoods (Community 
Energy Programme n.d., 8) 
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